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ABSTRACT

Defining and Evaluating Design Patterns to Increase
“This is Not a Game” (TINAG)
Lucia A. Mata
School of Technology, BYU
Master of Science
TINAG, which stands for This is Not a Game, can be defined as “the concept that there
are pervasive games, often ARGs, that are designed to immerse players in such a way that they
suspend their disbelief in a fictional narrative and act like the world they have entered is real
during their play time” (Pohjola 2004). Many designers and educators want to create games that
appear real, but they are unsure of how to accomplish this. Increasing TINAG allows designers
to create more realistic games while taking advantage of the many benefits that TINAG
experiences offer. The purpose of this research was to identify and validate design patterns that
enhance TINAG. As part of this research, design patterns to increase TINAG in ARG and PCS
games were identified and presented. After defining the design patterns, workshops were
completed to validate the design patterns and their usefulness to designers.
We were able to verify that both novice and more experienced designers are able to
understand the design patterns and apply them, with a few exceptions. We found that the design
patterns were helpful tools, especially when used in group settings. All of the design patterns
could be used and applied to a PCS and the designers felt like they would be impactful. This
suggests that they are applicable to non ARG contexts, even though they were generated
primarily from PCSs. Participants were drawn to design patterns that help create more
authenticity and give players tools to succeed because they agreed that TINAG can increase
transfer of learning into real context (Balzotti & Hansen, 2019). We imagine these design
patterns could be used to help designers of ARGs, educational simulations, or escape rooms, or
other experienced that have the goal of feeling real or authentic.
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INTRODUCTION

This Is Not a Game
In 2010, Elan Lee, lead game designer at Microsoft, was called into a meeting with
Stephen Spielberg, who had just formed a partnership with Microsoft to create games to promote
his movie A.I (Lee, 2010). The idea was not to create a video game about the movie, but instead,
a different gaming experience. The team placed a fictious credit in the movie posters that read,
“Sentient Machine Therapist Jeanine Salla.” When curious fans noticed the credit and searched
for the name of the therapist online, they found her website, which lead them to a phone number,
which when called, gave participants a clue that lead to another clue. The adventure spanned
thousands of webpages, phone numbers and email addresses. The goal, according to Lee, was to
tell a story. The game, later named The Beast, is now considered one of the first Alternate
Reality Games (ARGs). What set The Beast apart from other existing games was the phrase
“This is Not a Game” (TINAG), which was inserted into posters and websites as a reminder to
the players that they can choose to pretend. Lee credits this idea from text in the first page of the
first Robinson Crusoe book that claimed that the story they were about to read was real.
According to Lee it was important to him to repeat the fact that the game was real, and to
“(define) what this (the game) is, what it isn’t, and how you should experience it” (Lee, 2010).
This was his core idea, that there was a collaboration between the audience and the author.
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The phrase “This is Not a Game”, and the idea behind it, soon took a like of its own.
TINAG, short for “This is Not a Game”, is the concept that there are pervasive games, often
ARGs, that are designed to immerse players in such a way that they believe that they are either
not playing a game or at minimum pretend to believe that the world they have entered is real for
the play time (Pohjola 2004).
TINAG games began mostly as marketing campaigns, first came The Beast, which was
followed by I Love Bees, a game that promoted Xbox’s Halo 2. The Dark Night movies were
advertised with the game Why So Serious?, while the game The Lost Experience accompanied
the TV show Lost. Most recently, TINAG games have been used in educational settings to
provide a sense of reality and agency for students (Bonsignore et al. 2016; Flushman et al. 2015;
Giboney et al. 2019, Hansen et al. 2013, McDonald et al. 2019). The game World Without Oil
allowed players to experience a global oil crisis, where they could “Play it- before you live it”
(http://www.worldwithoutoil.org, Zetter, 2010). In the UK, university students were invited to
participate in ARGOSI to practice information literacy skills with classmates while exploring
their neighboring community (Whitton, 2008).

Design Patterns
Design Patterns are generalized solutions to frequent problems that occur. They were
originally used in software design (Gamma et al, 1993), but have been applied to many other
contexts, such as games (Bjork, 2004). Because design patters have been identified over time,
they are strong tools that designers can implement when trying to create certain experiences or
prevent certain issues.
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In the case of games, design patterns have been identified to maintain a narrative, provide
social interaction, and allow players to set and achieve goals, to name a few (Garcia and
Niemeyer, 2017).
While plenty of examples exist showcasing how designers have been able to solve
common design problems in TINAG games, these examples have not been translated into
reusable design patterns that can help other designers solve common problems and increase
TINAG in games and other experiences.

Importance
Many designers and educators want to create games that appear real, but they are unsure
of how to accomplish this. Increasing TINAG allows designers to create more realistic games
while taking advantage of the many benefits that TINAG experiences offer. TINAG can increase
engagement, due to the nature of these games to allow players to influence the narrative. When
players can expect consequences from their actions in the game, they become more involved
with the storyline. Another advantage of games that have a higher perception of TINAG is that
they include a narrative that blurs the limits of the real and fictional world, which becomes
increasingly enjoyable and fun to players. It’s in our nature to tell stories and re-enact them, and
TINAG games create an environment where this is possible for both children and adults.
In education, researchers have argued that the perception of TINAG can increase transfer
of learning into real context (Balzotti & Hansen, 2019), while educators have argued that when
students participate in games with a higher perception of TINAG, they can envision themselves
in professional roles and that their confidence and desire to pursue those careers increases.
(McDonald et al, 2019).
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Currently, most TINAG academic research is based on studying ARGs, but we are
starting to see TINAG applied in other contexts, such as Playable Case Studies, or PCSs. PCSs
are simulations used in formal education settings, that allow players to be introduced to different
careers paths and experiences inside the classroom (Balzotti and Hansen, 2019). One “stated
goal” of these simulations is to use TINAG as much as possible in the design of the experience.
For the purpose of this research, I’m interested in understanding which design patterns transfer to
this context.
That said, while the concept of TINAG is familiar in the world of ARG games, and there
are many qualitative and system-building studies surrounding the concept of TINAG games,
design patterns have not been identified that could help solve common problems when working
to increase or break a perception of TINAG, neither is it obvious to designers how to increase
TINAG even if they want to.
The purpose of this research is to identify and validate design patterns that enhance
TINAG. We imagine these could be used to help designers of ARGs, educational simulations, or
escape rooms, or other experienced that have the goal of feeling real or authentic.

Purpose of Research
The objectives for this research are:
• Research Objective 1: Identify and describe design patterns to enhance the perception
of TINAG based on relevant academic articles.
• Research Objective 2: Validate the design patterns by describing how they are used by
designers of an educational simulation and identifying the ways they are useful (or not).
The research questions I will answer with this research are:
• Which design patterns show up in the literature discussing TINAG?
4

• Can novice designers understand the design patterns?
• How does the use of TINAG design patterns influence design ideas generated for use in
educational simulations?
• Which TINAG design patterns are easy (or hard) to apply, most practical to implement,
most impactful on the experience, and most likely to enhance TINAG when applied to an
educational simulation?

Definitions
The following definitions are used throughout this study:
• TINAG: Stands for “This is Not a Game,” a concept, often used in pervasive games,
that allows players to easily suspend reality and believe that the game they are playing is
real. Often includes transmedia elements.
• Design Pattern: Generalized solutions to frequent problems that might arise while
developing software.
• ARG: Stands for “Alternate Reality Games”. Refers to interactive games that include
transmedia elements and use the real world as a platform.
• PCS: Stands for “Playable Case Study”. Refers to educational simulations in which
participants can experience professions in a simplified but authentic way that
intentionally uses principles of TINAG.

Thesis Outline
This thesis is compromised of the following sections:
• Chapter 2 - Literature Review: Overview of past and current research regarding
TINAG games. Includes an overview of design patterns, focused on game design patterns
5

and how they relate to TINAG games. Included is also a discussion on design-oriented
workshops and how they can be used to evaluate design frameworks.
• Chapter 3 - Methodology: Description of the methods used to identify and define
design patterns that increase the perception of TINAG and evaluate their usefulness to
game designers.
• Chapter 4 - Design Patterns: Overview of the design patterns identified. Includes
descriptions of each pattern, best practices and examples.
• Chapter 5 - Findings: Results of the design workshops implemented to test the
efficacy of the design patterns identified through this research. Includes a discussion of
how the design patterns could be updated to be more useful to game designers.
• Chapter 6 - Discussion: Discussion of the limitations of this research, and possible
future work related to TINAG design patterns.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter I first explore the origins of TINAG, how it has influenced game design,
and the impact it has had on different industries. I also explore related terms and concepts that
sometimes overlap with TINAG, with the goal of making the differences clearer. Along with
discussing TINAG, I also include a discussion on design patterns. The discussion on design
patterns includes a brief history and an overview of how they have been used in games. Lastly, I
explore design-oriented workshops, and how they may be used to evaluate design frameworks.

TINAG
The game The Beast is considered one of the first ARG games and was the first game to
include the “This is Not a Game” messaging. While not the first TINAG game, it is considered
one of the first games to bring awareness to the TINAG ethos. The Beast was designed by Elan
Lee, who hoped to provide a new experience for players, one in which players could suspend
their reality, and for the duration of the game, pretend the game was real. Lee believed there
should be collaboration between the player and the game designer, and that together they would
build the story. Many games have since included the TINAG ethos, some unknowingly, but the
characteristics still remain. An environment, both virtual and real, is created in which players are
to solve clues and gain information to solve the game. Often, players are asked to jump from
fictional aspects of the game to more real and physical environments. In I love Bees, players
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were asked to go to specific telephone booths at the correct time, in order to hear a message that
included a clue. Players needed to first solve the mystery of where the next phone would ring.
TINAG, which stands for This is Not a Game, can be defined as “the concept that there
are pervasive games, often ARGs, that are designed to immerse players in such a way that they
suspend their disbelief in a fictional narrative and act like the world they have entered is real
during their play time” (Pohjola 2004). While this definition includes many of the ideas that
make TINAG, it is not all inclusive. Szulborzki mentioned that one critical component of
TINAG is the blurring of in-game versus out-of-game boundaries. For Jane McGonigal, one
critical idea was immersion. One of the first researchers to discuss TINAG in academic
publications, McGonigal referred to TINAG games as immersive games, and explained that
immersive games are a type of " pervasive play distinguished by the added element of their
(somewhat infamous) 'This is not a game' rhetoric ... designed to integrate themselves fully into
the offline lives of their players, and the main technique for doing so is to employ everyday
digital technologies as virtual reality devices" (McGonigal, 2003, pp1,4).
There is often overlap when referring to TINAG and related concepts. ARGs are
sometimes mistaken with TINAG experiences. But, while TINAG might be implemented as part
of the design of the game, not all ARG games will be TINAG games. In ARG games players
believe that the physical world is part of the game, but not necessarily that the game is real
(McGonigal, 2003). McGonigal called this aspect the “Pinocchio Effect” and explained that the
puppet boy “could become a real boy”, if he was willing to play into the possibility. Immersive
games are also often referred to as TINAG games. The main difference is that while players may
experience some immersion in TINAG experiences, some games, such as virtual reality
experiences, might provide immersion but not a sense of TINAG. Because of this, players might
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not perceive immersive games as part of their everyday life. Pervasive games, on the other hand,
are games that “has one or more salient features that expand the contractual magic circle of play
socially, spatially or temporally” (Montola, 2005). While some pervasive games promote a sense
of TINAG, not all pervasive games will have a sense of TINAG.
TINAG has been employed to promote games and movies, such as the The Beast, which
promoted Kubrick/Spielberg’s movie A.I, and I Love Bees, which was created to market Xbox’s
video game Halo 2 (Kim et al. 2009). The goal with implementing TINAG experiences as
marketing campaigns was to create a higher sense of connection to the fictional or alternate
world. The idea of tapping into the desire to pretend or “role play”, is good for building a sense
of community due to the shared “insider” feel of those who are “in the know”. TINAG has also
been implemented in educational games to provide a sense of reality and application for students
(Bonsignore et al. 2016; Flushman et al. 2015; Giboney et al. 2019; Hansen et al. 2017,
McDonald et al. 2019). Authors have argued that educational simulations, such as “playable case
studies” that promote TINAG can improve the transfer of learning into real contexts (Balzotti &
Hansen, 2019). Educators have also argued that TINAG can help players envision themselves in
professional roles in ways that may improve their desire and confidence (i.e., self-efficacy) in
pursuing those careers (McDonald, 2019).
From marketing to education, TINAG has been implemented with success in different
industries. In the case of marketing, TINAG experiences could potentially attract more buyers
and testers of the product, while in education, TINAG experiences might provide a more
complete and fulfilling learning experience. But TINAG is still a fairly new concept, and no
research has been done that is geared towards designers. The existing research on TINAG
includes the effects of ARG and TINAG experiences on players, and how effective these
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experiences can be. On the topic of design and how TINAG can best be implemented, there is a
lack of research. This points to a clear need of more understanding of TINAG and how it can
best be used to create more authentic experiences.

Design Patterns
Design patterns are recurring solutions to patterns that occur over and over (Alpert et al,
1998). They are expected to be high level, and usually capture objects, their behavior and their
interactions. The concept of patters was first articulated by Christopher Alexander and his
colleagues in the late 1970’s and was based on architectural design. The group originally defined
253 design patterns, and over time, many similarities were identified between architectural
design and software design. Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, John Vlissides
worked to identify 23 software design patterns. They followed a process called “pattern mining”
in which they “recognized” or “discovered” the patterns, but also allowed the design patterns to
“show up” (Gamma et al, 1995). The patterns they identified were grouped into three categories:
• Creational Patterns: These design patterns deal with the process of creating objects.
Some design patterns include Simple Factory, Abstract Factory and Builder.
• Structural Patterns: These design patterns deal with the static composition and structure
of objects and classes. Some design patterns include Adapter, Bridge and Composite.
• Behavioral Patterns: These design patterns deal with the dynamic interaction among
both classes and objects. Some design patterns include Chain of Responsibility,
Command and Interpreter.
At a minimum, and in order to be a helpful solution to designers, design patterns must provide
the following details:
10

• A name
• The pattern intent (a description of the problem that the pattern is trying to solve)
• A description of the solution
• A description of consequences
Many of the design patterns identified by Gamma et al, have translated to game design
(Gamma et al, 1995). Because design patterns solve specific problems, not all software design
patterns apply to game design, but many have been helpful to solve common issues. For
example, the Factory Method design pattern can be used to store generic characters and later
create instances of it by cloning it. Other design patterns have been used to create and destroy
characters, control their behavior and design interfaces. Overall, game design has greatly
benefited from having access to design patterns that can help guide solutions.
As of learning games and participatory games that include TINAG, there are frameworks
and methods that have been developed to solve common problems, but none have been framed as
design patterns. For example, it is common in ARGs and TINAG games to have a “puppet
master” oversee the game and adjust the game tasks as needed. Although this method of ensuring
players stay in track is common, it has not been presented in the format needed for designers to
use as a design pattern, neither has it been validated as a helpful design pattern. The reusability
of ARGs is another aspect that has been researched into. Hansen et al, after conducting
interviews with ARG designers and reviewing multiple ARGs to find patterns, were able to
design a framework to allow game designers to create reusable ARGs based on three objectives,
that the game was replayable, adaptable and extensive (Hansen et al, 2003). This framework was
meant to give ARG designers the “beginnings of a set of practical templates (i.e., patterns)”.
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Design Oriented Workshops
The original software design patterns presented by Gamma et al, commonly referred to as
“The Gang of Four”, were informally defined and mostly were composed of text descriptions
and examples of how they should be applied (Gamma et al, 1995). While this has been helpful to
designers, ambiguity can also arise. In order to ensure that design patterns are valid and helpful,
workshops can be run as part of the research. Zimmerman suggests that in research there are two
forces at play, Integration and Decomposition. Decomposition “drives toward understanding the
nature of isolated aspects or elements of a design challenge”, while Integration “drives toward
systemic understanding of connected situations and experiences.” (Zimmerman, 2004). While
designers tend to gravitate towards the Integration space, researchers might gravitate towards
Decomposition. Zimmerman states that great design research is most often achieved when both
points of view are included as part of the research. In Human Computer Interaction (HCI),
workshops that include designers and researchers with a more scientific approach allow for
deeper findings of the research being conducted.
While we understand that design-oriented workshops can be a helpful tool to validate
research, there are best practices that need to be followed in order for workshops to run
effectively (Rosner et al, 2016). Workshops are an avenue for collaborative work, and as such,
space should be given to participants to work together and share their thoughts. Enough time
should also be given for participants to absorb information presented, understand it and use it. It
is also important to understand that participants will not collaborate and participate in the same
ways, due to different personalities and backgrounds. The variety of backgrounds and expertise
will help create an environment where more ideas will be shared. When workshops are
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adequately planned and implemented, they can provide an environment in which design
frameworks can be observed in action and analyzed for their efficacy.

13

3

METHODOLOGY

The objectives for this research were as follows:
• Research Objective 1: Identify and describe design patterns to enhance the perception
of TINAG based on relevant academic articles.
• Research Objective 2: Validate the design patterns by describing how they are used by
designers of an educational simulation and identifying the ways they are useful (or not).
In order to achieve these objectives, the first phase of my research was to identify design
patterns that enhance the perception of TINAG. To do this, I performed a thematic analysis
(Braun, 2012) of the existing literature related to TINAG. As I read through the literature, I
identified common problems, solutions and concepts related to TINAG. I used an inductive
coding approach, wherein the themes emerged from the data, not from an existing framework.
The second phase was to validate the design patterns with experts and evaluate their usefulness
to designers during a workshop. These are described in detail below.

Phase 1: Identifying Design Patterns

3.1.1

Data Collection
The first phase of the research was to identify design patterns that could enhance the

perception of TINAG. The methodology in this phase included a systematic literature review of
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TINAG related articles to identify common design problems and solutions to these problems. In
order to systematically review articles related to TINAG and identify design patterns, I followed
a process based on the PRISMA (Mother et al., 2009) methodology used in medical literature.
To collect literature related to the concept of TINAG, the first step was to perform a
systematic search on Google Scholar for the term: “TINAG This Is Not a Game”. The term was
general enough to likely provide a good number of articles that could be filtered to remove
unrelated results. This search resulted in 247 articles. The process followed to filter the articles is
shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Articles Gathered for Systematic Literature Review
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Once I had a comprehensive list of articles, the next step was to filter the results with the
goal of identifying only articles that were related to TINAG. The reason to apply these filters
was to increase the likelihood that that the design problems and solutions mentioned in the
literature would be applicable to TINAG games. As I went through the list of articles, those that
were not relevant were removed. The 145 excluded articles included:
• Duplicate articles (7)
• Broken links (4)
• Articles in other languages (88)
• Other unrelated articles, such as fiction books, email addresses and typos (46)
To ensure that the results from Google Scholar were as comprehensive as possible, the
next step was to perform a systematic search for the term: “TINAG This Is Not a Game” on two
scientific databases, Web of Science Core Collection and Scopus. Web of Science Core
Collection returned no results. Scopus returned two results, one that was already included in the
results from the search on Google Scholar, and one that was added to our list along with the
Google Scholar results. All searches were completed in May of 2021. The complete list of
articles can be found on Appendix A.
The last step I followed in the processes of gathering literature surrounding TINAG, was
to review the articles in the list and add works that authors cited in their definitions of TINAG.
This step of reviewing citations between papers and cross referencing, provided a bigger picture
of the present literature surrounding TINAG and allowed me to add other articles to the list that
could help me identify more design patterns and antipatterns related to the concept of TINAG. In
this step, twelve articles were added to the list.
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While the list of articles I gathered surrounding TINAG might not be fully
comprehensive, I believe the articles that are listed honor the work that has been done on the
perception of TINAG. I also believe it provides a starting point in which research towards
identifying design patters can start.

3.1.2

Data Analysis
After the articles related to TINAG were collected, the next step in reviewing the existing

literature was to upload the articles from the table to a qualitative analysis software that allowed
me to code important findings. I followed a Structural Coding method, which “applies a contentbased or conceptual phrase representing a topic of inquiry to a larger segment of data that relates
to a specific research question.” (Saldaña, 2021). The taxonomy I applied is explained in Table
3-1, which includes the tag and description of the purpose of the tag.

Table 3-1: Coding Taxonomy Applied to TINAG Related Articles
Tag
Problem
Solution
Example
Interesting

Description
Design issue related to the perception of TINAG
A solution to a design problem related to the
perception of TINAG
Example of a design pattern being used
Other interesting findings

Along with coding the articles, I also took notes of common themes and kept track of
emerging design patterns. Discussions were held with an expert, Dr. Hansen, each week for
several months to debate these emerging themes, polish design patterns and ensure that my own
biases did not shape the data. Dr. Hansen has been designing NSF-funded ARGs and PCSs for
over 13 years and has published extensively on these topics. The process of coding articles,
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taking notes, and discussing emerging themes with an expert allowed me to start defining design
patterns that could enhance the perception of TINAG.

3.1.3

Defining the Design Patterns
As I worked on defining the design patterns, I identified various pieces of information

that needed to be included as part of each design pattern. The goal with including these pieces of
information was to ensure each design pattern was clear to game designers and those involved
with the creating of TINAG games. The information that was deemed important to include was:
•

A name for the design pattern.

•

The problem the design pattern is trying to solve.

•

The solution the design pattern would create.

•

Recommendations for when to use the design pattern.

•

An example of the design pattern being applied.

•

Best practices for implementing the design pattern.

•

Any related design patterns.
Using the above mentioned as a framework, I worked towards defining each design

pattern and making sure each included all the pieces of information. The process of creating the
design patterns followed an inductive coding approach, in which I polished each design pattern
as the data and discussions shaped it.
Once the first draft of design patterns was completed, I created an affinity map to
categorize the design patterns based on the problem and solution that was listed for each. The
affinity is shown in Figure 3-2. The categorization also followed an inductive coding approach,
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in which I allowed the categories to surface depending on the type of problems the design
patterns were trying to solve. Four categories were identified, which are shown on Table 3-2.

Table 3-2: Categories Identified to Group the Design Patterns
Category
Game Field
Tools
Characters
Players

Description
Related to the game environment
Related to features and tools that the players have
access to, and that help them play the game
Related to characters created by the game designers
Related to game participants

Once I ensured that there were no design patterns that overlapped each other, I went back
to the first draft of design patterns and adjusted examples, best practices and other details. This
process was repeated several times until we were satisfied that the final design patterns were
clearly defined and accurately captured by the examples.

Figure 3-2: Affinity Map of the Design Patterns
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Phase 2: Verifying Design Patterns

3.2.1

Preliminary Workshop
The first step in verifying the design patterns was to ensure the example I had chosen for

each design pattern would allow designers to understand it. To prevent any bias that people with
a background in TINAG games might have, I decided to run some activities with BYU students
who were new to the topic of ARGs and TINAG. Students were part of an Honor’s class focused
on the nature of reality, truth and deception. There were 39 students in the class, and all were
present the day of the preliminary workshop. The students were mostly sophomores and juniors,
and they all came from a variety of majors across campus.
The activities planned for the preliminary workshop included a matching activity, and a
group activity in which students would try to apply the design patterns to a game of their own.
Before starting the activities, I briefly explained to the students what design patterns are and
went over four of the TINAG design patters I identified as part of this research, their descriptions
and examples. The four design patterns I chose to share with students as part of the introduction,
are design patterns that were identified as implemented in most TINAG games. The design
patters were “World as Canvas”, “Authentic Transmedia Channels”, “Timely Content Release”
and “Reorient Players”.
The first activity students were asked to do, was to match the example with the design
pattern. Students were split into groups of 4-5, with eight groups total. Each group was given a
set of cards with the design pattern names and descriptions, and a set of cards with the examples.
An example of a card given to each team is shown in Figure 3-3 and all the cards can be found
on Appendix B.1.They were given 10 minutes to discuss the design patterns and match them
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with the examples as a team. After the ten minutes concluded, I shared the correct answers with
the class and answered any questions students had about the design patterns.

Figure 3-3: Card for One of the Design Patterns

The next activity was to have the students find ways they could implement the design
patterns. The goal of this activity was to ensure students understood each design pattern and
could apply it to a TINAG game or experience. Staying on their teams, students were given a
prompt of a simple idea for a TINAG game. The prompt was: “Imagine you are creating a
Sherlock Holmes ARG for college students. Use the materials around you to prototype your
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game ideas.” Students had access to paper and pencils, which they could use as they
brainstormed during this activity.
The students were given a handout in which, after brainstorming ideas as a team, they
were to describe what their game would be like, and to choose two TINAG design patterns and
describe how they would implement them. The handout can be found on Appendix B.2. The
groups were given 15 minutes to complete this activity. After the time allotted, teams were
encouraged to share their ideas and a short discussion followed. The discussion allowed the
students to share their experience using the design patterns and thoughts on how the design
patterns could be improved.

3.2.2

Workshop
The goal of the workshop was to ensure that the design patterns identified through the

thematic analysis would help game designers brainstorm ideas that could be implemented in
ARG games and that would enhance TINAG. The workshop was conducted with eight BYU
students. These students are part of a group that designs Playable Case Study (PCS) experiences
at BYU. In recruiting this group to participate in the workshop, my goal was to verify the design
patterns with game designers that were actively working on projects related to TINAG.
As participants arrived at the workshop, they were given a consent to sign. No
demographic data was collected in order to maintain privacy.
Participants were given a short presentation in which the previously identified TINAG
design patterns were shared. After a short and general explanation on TINAG and design patters,
participants were presented with four TINAG design patters, and were given the definition,
description and example for each. The four design patterns that were presented were the same
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design patterns that were presented on the preliminary workshop before the activities started, and
included “World as Canvas”, “Authentic Transmedia Channels”, “Timely Content Release” and
“Reorient Players”. These four design patterns were presented to both groups not only as
examples of a design pattern, but also because they were identified on most TINAG games
reviewed and could be more easily recognized. The presentations slides can be found on
Appendix B.3.
In order to ensure participants understood each design pattern, they were split into four
groups of two to participate in a matching activity. Each group was given a set of cards with the
design pattern names and descriptions, and a set of cards with examples. Cards can be found on
Appendix B.1. They were then asked to match the design pattern with the corresponding
example. After 10 minutes, answers were shared as a group and an opportunity was given to
participants to ask questions about the design patterns. A short discussion followed in which
participants were able to clarify their understanding of each design pattern.
The next step in the workshop was to verify whether the design patterns could spark ideas
that could be implemented in PCS experiences. This activity was performed individually, to
better assess whether the design patterns were helpful to all participants. The activity was
conducted using a Qualtrics survey that participants were given access to right before the start of
the activity. Survey can be found on Appendix C.1. Upon opening the survey, participants were
shown the first design pattern and a textbox. Participants had one minute to think of a design
idea, based on the design pattern, that could be implemented on a TINAG game, and to write
their answer in the textbox. Students were allowed to brainstorm ideas for any TINAG game they
had worked on, and they were not required to think of the same game for every design pattern.
Participants were asked to start at the same time, and when the minute was up, all students were
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notified and were given a few seconds to finish writing their answers, if needed. After writing
their ideas, participants answered questions about the design pattern and the idea they
formulated. The questions that were asked were:
• Were your able to think of an idea? (Yes/No)
• How hard was it to think of an idea related to the design pattern? (Likert)
• How practical would it be to implement this idea? (Likert)
• How impactful would this idea be in the PCS experience? (Likert)
• How much would this idea increase TINAG? (Likert)
This process was followed with each design pattern. In order to help prevent fatigue,
participants were given a few minutes to rest after finishing the third, sixth and eighth design
pattern. After completing all the design patterns, a short discussion followed. Participants were
asked what they thought of the activity, and their general thoughts on how helpful they perceived
the design patterns to be at this point.
The next activity in the workshop was to ask participants to think of ways that the design
patterns could be implemented in PCS experiences that they are currently working on.
Participants were placed into the same four groups of two and were given the choice to decide
what PCS experience they wanted to formulate ideas for. The groups were also asked to choose
four TINAG design patterns they would implement in their PCS experience. Groups were
physically separated in order to allow for discussions to happen. Access was given to a Qualtrics
survey in which teams were to describe the ideas they developed for each design pattern, along
with answering a few more questions related to how hard it was to formulate ideas. The complete
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survey can be found in Appendix C.2. The surveys were answered as a group, and participants
were asked to identify the number their team was assigned. The questions in the survey included:
• How hard was it to think of ideas related to the design pattern? (Likert)
• How practical would it be to implement these ideas? (Likert)
• How impactful would these ideas be in the PCS experience? (Likert)
• How much would these ideas increase TINAG? (Likert)
• Why did your team gravitate towards the design patterns you chose? (Textbox)
Teams were given 25 minutes to complete this part of the workshop. They were not
allowed to discuss with the other teams but had access to the design pattern cards and the
examples. All teams were audio recorded, and the audio was transcribed in order to allow for
further analysis and interpretation.
Following the activity, both teams were asked to share some of the ideas they designed,
along with their thoughts on how the design patterns facilitated these ideas. Participants were
also asked questions about their thoughts on the design patterns, what updates could be made to
improve them, and for their general thoughts on the experience. This final discussion was
recorded and transcribed for analysis.
To finalize the workshop, participants were given access to a Qualtrics survey in which
they were asked questions about their experience designing TINAG games. The complete survey
can be found in Appendix C.3. The questions that were asked were:
• Which design patterns have you used when designing PCS’s before today? You likely
would not have used the names we have applied; just think of concepts that you have
applied that were similar. (Textbox)
• What are some design challenges that PCS designers face? (Textbox)
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• What makes it hard to apply TINAG to PCS experiences? (Textbox)
• How could I improve the TINAG design patterns so they could be more helpful to you
as a designer? (Textbox)

3.2.3

Workshop Analysis
The workshop was analyzed in order to identify updates that needed to be made to the

design patterns. Audio and video was transcribed and coded to find themes (Braun, 2012) among
the feedback and discussions. Survey data was also examined and reviewed using descriptive
statistics. An affinity map was created from the survey data, coded transcripts and notes taken
during the workshop in order to identify themes.
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4

DESIGN PATTERNS

Through the thematic analysis, 16 TINAG design patterns were identified. The design
patterns were found to have two components. First, the design patterns help TINAG games be as
real as possible. Some of them, such as “World as Canvas”, are more or so required to create a
TINAG experience. Second, the design patterns help overcome problems that are likely to arise
in a trans media story in a way that is as “realistic” as possible, while still achieving the goal. For
example, “Rabbit Hole” is solving the problem of “how to start a game” but with as much
TINAG as possible.
Based on the problem they were solving; each design pattern was recognized to belong to
one of the four following themes:
• Game Field: Design patterns related to the game environment and its fictional and realworld boundaries.
• Tools: Design patterns related to game features that allow players to advance in the
game.
• Characters: Design patterns related to game designers and characters created by game
designers.
• Players: Design patterns related to the players and the capabilities they have in the
game.
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The design patterns identified are shown in table 4-1.
Table 4-1: TINAG Design Patterns
Name
Rabbit Hole

Theme
Game Field

Public Stamps

Game Field

Breadcrumbs

Game Field

Time is Relative

Game Field

Word as Canvas

Game Field

In-Game Portal

Tools

Authentic
Transmedia
Channels
Status Reports

Tools

Field Guide

Tools

Timely Content
Release

Tools

Authentic
Activities

Tools

Tools

Reorient Players

Characters

Fictional Role
Model
Undercover
Player

Characters

Choose Your
Own
Own Your Role

Characters
Players
Players

Description
Camouflaged anomaly within the real world that peaks people’s
interest and includes a call to action to engage with the experience.
Labels or branding to signify to the player what is part of the game,
and what it not.
Clues or prompts dropped at strategic times throughout the game that
allow players to be oriented and to decipher what they should do next.
Consistent relative timeline that will allow players to feel they
understand it and can rely in it.
Real world entities (people, places and things) that are incorporated
into the design of the game.
In-game portal (public or private) that is a home base for the players
and puppet masters, and where they can always return to if they take
an unexpected turn.
Transmedia communication channels for players to engage, that feel
natural to the game and realistic.
Recaps of the game provided at regular times, and through the
communication channels established, that allow players to have the
information they need at that stage of the game.
In-game materials from fictional characters or organizations that
provide hints and educational scaffolding.
Content and clues released according to players’ actions to allow
players to feel a sense of control and that their actions have a
consequence.
Activities based on real world actions. Certain activities will need to
be simplified, but the core of the activity should remain.
A puppet master designated to observe the game and provide live
updates that point players back in track.
A character in the game that models how the game is played and that
can give direction and instructions to players.
A game runner that acts as a player. This player should model
exemplary behavior and contributions that allow players to see how
they should interact with the game.
A story that gives players multiple paths to experience the narrative.
Opportunities for players to naturally take ownership of
specializations.
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Rabbit Hole

4.1.1

Problem
In games that are of a pervasive nature, players might not be given specific guidance on

the start of the game or how to join it. While allowing the players to feel like they are making the
decision to join the game helps increase the perception of TINAG, it might also lead to confusion
and players missing the start of the game.
In addition, TINAG experiences don’t want to draw attention to the fact that they are
separate to the real part of life. For this reason, it is not obvious how to recruit people to join a
game while still maintaining a perception of TINAG.

4.1.2

Solution
Create a camouflaged anomaly within the real world (i.e., Rabbit Hole) that peaks

people’s interest and includes a call to action to engage with the experience.

4.1.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
• To increase the perception of TINAG, rabbit holes should gradually encourage the
player to join.
• Rabbit holes should increase curiosity and draw the player in. Allowing the player to
choose to join the game out of curiosity, will increase a perception of TINAG.
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• Rabbit holes should target different audiences accordingly. In the case of educational
games, recruiting for a game might be as simple as guiding students in the class towards a
website. In the case of marketing campaigns, games with a high perception of TINAG
might attract players that are not meant to be part of the audience. It’s important to place
rabbit holes correctly and have ways to filter players who might not be the right fit.
• Rabbit holes should have a call to action that encourages players to start getting
involved with the game.
• In situations where there is a captive audience who must participate in the experience,
such as all the students in a class, a rabbit hole is less needed.

4.1.4

Example
In Global Challenge Award, a Google AdWords campaign was created that read “Global

Science Contest. Create Promising Solutions for $ On Your Way To College” and that when
clicked, took users to the game’s website where players could create teams and participate in
STEM competitions that challenged players to solve global warming (Gibson, 2009). The
advertisement looked like a regular ad, but it took players to the start of the game.

Public Stamps

4.2.1

Problem

While TINAG makes suspending disbelief easy, it is not meant to trick people by making
them think the game is reality.
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Games with a perception of TINAG allow players to be part of an immersive game
experience that is woven into the real world. For this reason, players need to be able to discern
the boundaries of the game, or in other words, what is truth and what is fiction (game vs. reality).
It’s also important to clearly define boundaries for games in public areas, as bystanders might be
confused or concerned if they see situations that they do not understand as being part of a game.

4.2.2

Solution
Define the boundary of the experience and the real world in a realistic way so players can

have confidence when they are in or out of the game. In order to maintain a high perception of
TINAG, the game is woven into the real world in a way that allows players to suspend their
disbelief. The game boundaries need to be defined carefully to maintain this suspension of belief.
Labels or branding can be used to signify to the player what is part of the game, and what it not.

4.2.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
• Branding and labels could be a logo, text, and image or a message.
• Branding and labels should be consistently included in all areas of the game.
• In order to maintain a high perception of TINAG, branding or labels should look like
they are part of the storyline of the game. The repetition will create a pattern that players
will recognize as being part of the game.
• Characters and players should also have some form of branding or labels that mark
them as being part of the game. This will allow players to discern who they can
communicate with during the game.
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4.2.4

Example
In Ghosts of a Chance, a game hosted at the The Smithsonian American Art Museum,

participants were asked to create and submit artifacts to the museum. Along with this,
participants were challenged to uncover clues related to the objects. To signify to players that the
artifacts were part of the game, everything game related had the logo of Ghosts of a Chance in
the bottom right corner. This not only allowed players to make the distinction between truth and
fiction, but it also allowed the museum to prevent losing their credibility over “fake” and
fictitious content (Goodlander, 2008).

Breadcrumbs

4.3.1

Problem
Games with a high perception of TINAG tend to give players a sense of freedom and of

being able to make their own decisions. Providing direct and specific instructions could feel
unnatural to players and could break the perception of TINAG. But, letting players roam the
game with no instructions can cause players to be confused about the next steps.
In addition, allowing players to move through the game on their own terms could affect
the timing (such as how long the game has to last) that developers may need to maintain.

4.3.2

Solution
Design and drop clues or prompts (breadcrumbs) at strategic times throughout the game

that allow players to be oriented and to decipher what they should do next. These clues or tasks
can guide the player throughout the game, and also control the timing of the game.
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4.3.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
• Breadcrumbs can take the form of clues, challenges (both individual and on teams),
explorations, sharing of rules or updates.
• Breadcrumbs can be scheduled in advance if they are part of the time planning of the
game, or they can be added as needed whenever players need to be redirected or other
adjustments need to be made.
• The timing of the game can be controlled by providing breadcrumbs at certain points of
the game. If the game needs to move quicker, clues can be given so players have less to
figure out on their own. If the game needs to slow down, challenges can be added that
make the players stop to complete them.
• Breadcrumbs can also be used to change the mindset of the players. This might be
needed when players are not playing the way the game was designed.

4.3.4

Example
In I Love Bees, participants were given coordinates to payphones that when reached at a

specified time, would ring. After answering the phone with the correct information, a new clue
would be given. The coordinates kept getting updated as participants reached the locations and as
needed in order to move the game along (Kim, 2009).
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Time is Relative

4.4.1

Problem
Games with a high perception of TINAG are woven into the real world, but it is not

always possible to match game time with real time. Activities that take years in real life, will
most likely need to take a shorter amount of time in the game. This irregularity might decrease
the perception on TINAG if not handled carefully.

4.4.2

Solution
Create a consistent relative timeline. While the timeline does not need to correspond

exactly with real time, defining and keeping time consistent will allow players to feel they
understand it and can rely in it, which will allow them to feel it is more realistic.

4.4.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
• Time in the game should align to time in the real world. For example, days of the week,
months, and years should correlate to reality.
• A new way to keep track can be created if it’s not possible to maintain a real timeline.
New days or months can be created, and how long each one lasts.
• The time that certain activities take should correlate with relativity as much as possible.
For example, responses to messages should take a few minutes.
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• In cases in which it’s impossible to align game time to real world time, the timeline
should be consistent. If in the game a game day passes in a real-world hour, this should
be maintained throughout the game.

4.4.4

Example
In A World Without Oil, participants simulated the first 32 weeks of a global oil crisis

and tracked events and shared solutions. To maintain a relative timeline, each real-life day was a
week in the game. The game concluded in 32 days, which allowed players to feel a sense of
consistency.

World as Canvas

4.5.1

Problem
A characteristic of games with a high perception of TINAG is that they are woven into

the real life of the player. Depending on the style and design of the game, players might not be
able to connect the game to their real everyday life. If the game is too different from real life,
players might have a hard time blurring the lines and suspending their disbelief.

4.5.2

Solution
Incorporate real world entities (people, places and things) into the design of the game.

These entities should be incorporated with “what if” scenarios that allow players to be able to
suspend their disbelief and choose to see these entities as both part of their real life and the game,
although in a slightly different light.
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4.5.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
• Languages should align with real languages. If a character is from a different country,
they should speak the native language or require a translator. This is also applicable if the
character speaks a fictional language created for the game.
• Places mentioned in the game should be real, or if fictional, there should be ways for
players to identify these places, such as maps of the world they are playing the game in.
• Entities should align with real-world entities, or if fictional, they should be based off
entities players would recognize.

4.5.4

Example
In Year Zero, flash drives were found in bathrooms at concerts in multiple countries.

These flash drives contained leaked songs, static that revealed secret messages, and links to
websites that compromised most of the game. Because the flash drives were left at concerts,
potential players were targeted in an environment that was familiar to them and the game became
intertwined with their life (Kim, 2009).

In-Game Portal

4.6.1

Problem
Immersive games use transmedia elements to allow players to have an experience with a

higher perception of TINAG. Players may jump from multiple digital environments to real
environments, which can cause for participants to lose track of each other in the game.
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4.6.2

Solution
Create an in-game portal (public or private) that is a home base for the players and puppet

masters, and where they can always return to if they take an unexpected turn. The in-game portal
should be like a hub in a wheel that provides access to different game environments that the
players have access to.

4.6.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
• The in-game portal should be an environment in which players have access to different
areas of the game.
• The in-game portal should look realistic to the game environment in order to increase
the perception of TINAG.
• The in-game portal should be unique to each player, and for security purposes, be
password-protected.
• The in-game portal could include the communication tool, recaps, links to digital
environments, and other tools that would allow players to be able to keep up with what is
currently happening in the game.
• The in-game portal should be updated often and as needed to keep up with the storyline
of the game.
• In-game portals should be used when players need to have access to a communication
tool, or when players need to have access to earlier parts of the game.
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4.6.4

Example
In Arcane Gallery of Gadgetry (AGOG), participants were able to log in to a portal where

they had access to the “Jenius Wall” among other resources, tasks and challenges. On the “Jenius
Wall” participants were able to post messages and reply to other participants.

Authentic Transmedia Channels

4.7.1

Problem
An important characteristic of immersive games is the inclusion of transmedia elements.

To increase the perception of TINAG, real world elements along with digital elements are used
as part of the game. Because TINAG games are usually of a cooperative nature, players will
likely find and use tools to communicate with each other, but simulations can feel fictitious when
the communication platform doesn’t match reality.

4.7.2

Solution
Create transmedia communication channels for players to engage, that feel natural to the

game and realistic, and allow players to be able to fully communicate with whoever they need to
in the game.

4.7.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
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• To increase the perception of TINAG, games should mimic real communication
between players and other characters. This includes the UI and the workflows. Examples
include chats, forums, emails or wiki pages.
• The messaging app should be moderated by the puppet master.
• To increase a perception of TINAG, players should think they either found or created
the communication tool.
• Players should be able to communicate in real time, and anytime puppet masters or
protagonists by proxy join the communication, they should do so in real time also.
• Players should be able to access the communication tool with appropriate devices.

4.7.4

Example
In Cybermatics, players are able to communicate with game character’s through chat on

the game’s platform. While players are not talking to a real person live, little details were added
to make the communication channel more realistic, such as adding dots while the game’s
character is “typing”.

Status Reports

4.8.1

Problem
In open immersive games, players are able to join whenever they come across the game,

instead of at a designated start time. In this case, new players might have trouble understanding
the state of the game and will need extra guidance to allow them to familiarize themselves with
the game.
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In addition, some players might choose to play intermittently while the game moves on
without them. These players might also need guidance in order to understand what has happened
while they were not participating.

4.8.2

Solution
Provide recaps of the game at regular times, and through the communication channels

established, that allow players to have the information they need at that stage of the game.

4.8.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
• The ensure the recaps have a high perception of TINAG, they should come from the
game designers or puppet master but disguised as part of the story.
• Recaps should be shared on game portal that was implemented as part of the game, or
on another communication tool that the players use regularly.
• Recaps should be inspired in real methods of communication, such as a news article, a
newsletter, a news show, etc.
• To increase the perception of TINAG, recaps should be shared as news or stories,
instead of updates on how the game is going.

4.8.4

Example
In Dust, details and updates were provided in the game portal often. These updates were

meant to direct players.
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Field Guide

4.9.1

Problem
Immersive games might attract players with different backgrounds and levels of

expertise. When tasks and problems become difficult, players might get stuck without being able
to continue the game.

4.9.2

Solution
Create in-game materials from fictional characters or organizations that provide hints and

educational scaffolding. These materials should allow participants to level up so they can
continue through the game.

4.9.3

Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered

to increase TINAG:
• Materials can include maps, background stories, biographies of characters, history of
the fictional world and general hints, for example.
• Materials should come from characters in the game and should align with the story and
the game environment.
• Materials do not need to be manuals and include all the instructions for the game, they
can be shared with players as needed.
• Materials should always be available to players and can be included in the in-game
portal. Guidance can also be given on where to find the materials.
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4.9.4

Example
In The Tessera, players had to solve problems to escape from one room of a manor to

another room. To help them solve difficult questions, they used a fictional notebook of the
former manor caretaker that had clues embedded in it.

Timely Content Release

4.10.1 Problem
A characteristic of TINAG games is that they allow players believe their actions
influence the narrative, but when the game needs to move along, players might feel the game is
continuing on without them, or not giving them a sense of freedom or choice.

4.10.2 Solution
Release content and clues according to players’ actions to allow players to feel a sense of
control and that their actions have a consequence. These content and clues could be
breadcrumbs, field guides or other types of content.

4.10.3 Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered
to increase TINAG:
• There should be a consequence to players’ actions. For example, if players send an
email to a character, the response should be timely.
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• Content should be available at expected times to increase the perception of TINAG.
For example, “Morning News” should be shared in the morning, instead of the middle of
the night or at other times of the day.
• Create characters as part of the game that appear real in their communication, actions
and visual characteristics. They could be a protagonist by proxy, or a supporting
character that helps move the story along. They should also be able to respond to players’
actions accordingly.
• Designate a puppet master or a game developer to moderate the game, and that is ready
to redirect players if their choices take the game a different direction.

4.10.4 Example
In the Lost Experience, clues and information were released on a blog according to the
players’ actions. When players accomplished tasks, more clues and information were released.

Authentic Activities

4.11.1 Problem
Games with a high perception of TINAG have stories that are woven into the real world
and allow players to suspend their disbelief. Throughout the game many activities and tasks will
be created, but activities that feel artificial destroy the perception of TINAG.
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4.11.2 Solution
Base activities on real world actions. To do this, certain activities will need to be
simplified, but the core of the activity should remain. When simplified, these activities should be
an accurate representation of the real-world action on which they are based.

4.11.3 Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered
to increase TINAG:
• Activities should be based on real world actions and should have consequences or
reactions as if they were being performed in real life.
• If certain activities cannot be performed in the game, they could be simplified, but
should still be as accurate as possible. For example, an in-game email feature might not
have the capability to send messages to any email address but should still have some of
the functionality to make it appear real.
• If players need to interact with real world entities, branding can be implemented to
ensure players stay within the game environment.
• Activities should take as long as they would in real life, for example, messaging should
be almost immediate.
• Players should be given access to realistic data and tools when performing tasks.

4.11.4 Example
In Dust players used the “transit method” to identify if stars have planets, by analyzing
diagrams that show the star brightness over time. The data presented to players was the same
type of data that scientists use in the real world.
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Reorient Players

4.12.1 Problem
In games that are pervasive, the freedom that players have might deviate them from the
path of the game. This can cause players to go down unintended paths and get lost, or finish
games or activities before expected or planned by game designers.

4.12.2 Solution
Designate a puppet master to observe the game and provide live updates that point
players back in track. Puppet masters can make adjustments to the game whenever it’s needed to
redirect the players, by changing tasks, the dialogue, etc.

4.12.3 Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered
to increase TINAG:
• The puppet master needs to be engaged enough to allow control of the moving parts of
the game without interfering with players’ actions.
• Depending on how the game is designed, the puppet master can act as a character in the
game or a hidden moderator.
• To maintain a perception of TINAG, whenever players need to be redirected it should
be presented in a way that looks like a choice to the players, and not a forced action by a
moderator or another force in the game.
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• Whenever players need to be redirected, they can be “nudged” to change their course of
action. This can be done by inspiring players to try something new, or by creating a
fictitious conversation that could prompt the player.
• The puppet master can create “What If” scenarios that allow players to brainstorm
ideas. “What If” scenarios can be planned in advance to guide players closer to the right
solution when needed.
• To redirect players, the puppet master can create arguments that allow players to
discuss and come up with new solutions.
• If redirection is needed the puppet master can adjust the dialogue of the game. In order
for this to be successful the puppet master needs to be highly involved in the game, or
they could miss the opportunity to adjust the dialogue in the right spot.

4.12.4 Example
In The Beast puppet masters closely monitored the players’ online activity. In one
occasion, players were able to solve puzzles faster than game developers had planned for, but
because there were puppet masters watching the game, they were able to adjust new puzzles to
be barely solvable (Rowe, 2016).

Fictional Role Model

4.13.1 Problem
To maintain a high perception of TINAG, it’s necessary to allow players to suspend their
disbelief. In order to achieve this, specific instructions have to be given to players carefully and
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in a way that looks natural and realistic. Instructions that look like they come from the game
developers will break the perception of TINAG.

4.13.2 Solution
Implement a character in the game, that models how the game is played and that can give
direction and instructions to players. The goal is to make it look like it does not come from the
game designers, but instead, from someone in the game environment.

4.13.3 Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered
to increase TINAG:
• Characters should demo how players should act. They should exemplify the behavior
expected in the game.
• Characters can also leave “breadcrumbs” or clues that players can use to figure out the
next steps in the game.
• Characters can join in and help moderate conversations, especially If players are
creating unnecessary conflicts.
• Characters can create “What If” scenarios to encourage players to be creative in the
game and brainstorm ideas.

4.13.4 Example
In I Love Bees, a character in the game named Dana would act as the narrator. She would
provide details, describe events and keep those who might have missed the action updated. She
kept these updates on her blog, so participants were able to check in as needed.
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Undercover Player

4.14.1 Problem
Games with a high perception of TINAG give players a sense of freedom and of being
able to make their own decisions. This can cause players to be confused as of how to interact
with the game or how they should handle certain situations.

4.14.2 Solution
Implement a game runner to act as a player. This player should model exemplary
behavior and contributions that allow players to see how they should interact with the game.

4.14.3 Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered
to increase TINAG:
• Game runners should exemplify exemplary behavior and show other players how the
game is supposed to be played.
• To show that the game runner is the example to follow, other characters in the game
can recognize the game runner as one of the top players.
• Game runners can give clues to players as needed, by pretending they solved part of the
challenge or problem.
• Game runners can help moderate player conversation (both by watching and
participating) and help promote ideas and/or brainstorming.
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• Game runners can create “What If” scenarios to encourage players to be creative in the
game and think of new ideas to solve a problem.

4.14.4 Example
In Dust, a team of game runners (game designers) created regular player accounts and
played the game as regular participants. When the collaborative challenges were too difficult one
of them would post partial solutions to help the community progress. For example, one game
runner posted a partial solution to a phylogenetic tree activity on his blog but said he didn’t know
what to do next.

Choose Your Own

4.15.1 Problem
In order for a game to be considered immersive, players should feel a sense of control in
the narrative. How to design a narrative that gives players options (and allows them to believe
that they can change the game) is not always straight forward when considering that the players
must also follow a set path in order to complete the game.

4.15.2 Solution
Create a story that gives players multiple paths to experience the narrative. Instead of
designing a game with only one path to “win”, the game should be designed with multiple paths
that all arrive at the same ending.
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4.15.3 Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered
to increase TINAG:
• The game should have multiple ways to advance and complete the game.
• Create some tasks that will not deeply hurt the progress of the game (if at all). This will
encourage players to try unique ideas since they do not have to fear the consequences.
• Create an open-ended experience. This means that players are given freedom to roam
the game and move through objectives in their own time.
• Distinguish truth from fiction in the game. This will allow players to have accurate
information to solve tasks.
• Give players time. If possible, do not limit the time that players have to solve tasks. If
players are under stress, they are less likely to brainstorm different ideas.

4.15.4 Example
In Pheon, participants played a modified version of Capture the Flag, and completed
tasks and missions in order to accumulate points and advance in the game. Players could also
reach a stage in which they could create missions for lower-level players. Participants had
multiple ways to complete missions and get closer to the end goal, they were not expected to
follow the same path as everyone else in the game in order to win.
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Own Your Role

4.16.1 Problem
On immersive games players play as themselves and do not pretend to be someone else.
Being a “regular person” can become a problem in games in which it’s necessary that some
players have certain talents or personality traits. This lack of “characters” can prevent players
from cooperating with each other, forming groups or moving through certain stages of the game.
Players that don’t have a role, might lack a sense of ownership in the game. In some learning
games, it might also be necessary to encourage players to be someone or something, as part of
the educational experience.

4.16.2 Solution
Provide players opportunities for players to naturally take ownership of specializations.
These opportunities should not assign specializations, but instead encourage players to take on a
role that they feel comfortable with, and that they feel they can embrace.

4.16.3 Best Practices
When implementing this design pattern, the following best practices should be considered
to increase TINAG:
• Do not assign roles to players. This will decrease the perception of TINAG.
• Players should be able to gradually start to see themselves fit into a role. Give players
time to find their roles/specializations, by not making it a necessary part at the beginning
of the game.
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• Create tools for players to find the tole they most identify with. For example,
personality quizzes that allow players to start to see patterns in how they and other fit into
the game.
• To increase the perception of TINAG, roles should be perceived as specializations or
strengths, instead of characters. For example, a player could be seen as the communicator
(due to the fact that he is a good writer), but not a “Journalist” (which he most likely is
not in real life).
• Give players opportunities to naturally perform their roles, instead of being assigned
tasks to do. Players should not feel they are someone else while they play, instead, they
should feel that they are using their unique strengths to advance on the game.

4.16.4 Example
In the game Dust, players took a quiz and were assigned a different role in the game. The
roles were different scientific positions, such as a marine biologist. Players were able to own
their role and contribute in their own unique way.
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5

FINDINGS

The goals of the preliminary workshop and the workshop that were conducted as part of
this research, was to validate the TINAG design patterns identified, and to understand whether
they would be helpful when applying TINAG design principles to educational simulations (i.e.,
PCS experiences). The preliminary workshop was conducted with students that did not have a
background in game design or TINAG, while the workshop was conducted with game designers
of PCS experiences. My goal with including these two groups of people was to gain a better
understanding of whether the design patterns made sense to both unexperienced and experienced
game and PCS designers.
In the preliminary workshop and the workshop, participants were asked to first match the
design patterns with the examples, to measure whether the examples were appropriate for each
design pattern. After this part of the workshop, participants were able to test the design patterns
in experiences of their own. The second part of the workshop was meant to give participants
some freedom and time to test different design patterns and how they could help design TINAG
experiences. For more details, see Methods chapter.
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Preliminary Workshop

5.1.1

Matching Activity
Participants were given ten minutes to match the design pattern with the appropriate

example. All of the teams were able to complete this activity in the time allotted, although some
teams were hesitant of some matches, and showed some concern that they had not chosen the
correct examples. Some of the pairings are shown on Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Some of the Pairings from One Team in the Preliminary Workshop

In total there were 8 teams of 4-5 students each. The teams had between 2-6 incorrect
pairings each. Table 5-1 shows the number of groups that incorrectly matched the design pattern
with the example. Only design patterns with at least one incorrect match are shown.
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Table 5-1: Preliminary Workshop Incorrect Matches
Design Pattern
Rabbit Hole
Fictional Role Model
Breadcrumbs
Status Report
In-Game Portal
Field Guide
Undercover Player

Teams that Incorrectly Matched
6
6
5
5
4
2
2

The discussion that followed after sharing the correct answers helped us understand that a
reason for the incorrect matches was that some of the examples were too broad and applied to
multiple design patterns. One of the design patterns that five teams matched incorrectly included
the example: “In Dust, an artificial intelligence character named “Iris” directed players and
would provide details and updates in the game portal”. While this example could apply to both
“Status Reports” and “Fictional Role Model”, we had included it as an example for the “Status
Reports” design pattern.
After the discussion, we could assume that participants had understood each design
pattern, but that the examples could be more specific in order to portray each design pattern more
accurately. We were also able to assume that the participants had understood the design patterns
because throughout the discussion, participants were able to accurately recognize the design
patterns in other games and experiences they had participated in, and that were not included in
the example cards.

5.1.2

Applying Design Patterns to a Prompt
For the second part of the preliminary workshop, participants were to choose two design

patterns and think of ways to implement them following a prompt. The prompt was, “Imagine
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you are creating a Sherlock Holmes ARG for college students. Use the materials around you to
prototype your game ideas.” All of the teams were able to describe what their game would be
like, and the ideas they would implement based on the design patterns, in the time allotted.
The games that the teams were able to formulate involved students going around campus
solving clues, in some cases searching for someone who is missing, while in others, searching for
a prize. The games also included characters that would help players and clues that students
would need to find. While the details were different for each game, all of them included both a
virtual aspect (such as a communication channel), and a physical aspect (such as going around
campus searching for clues).
All teams explicitly used the prompt and followed the instructions, but only six handouts
were collected. One team was online and did not use the handouts; and one other team in person
did not fill out the handout, therefore, we don’t know which design patterns they focused on. The
design patterns that the other six teams chose are summarized on table 5-2.

Table 5-2: Design Patterns Implemented by Preliminary Workshop Teams
Design Pattern
World as Canvas
Breadcrumbs
Field Guide
Rabbit Hole
Authentic Transmedia Channels
Undercover Player
Public Stamps
Own Your Role

Teams that implemented it

3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

After reviewing the ideas that the teams brainstormed, it was clear that the teams were
able to implement them appropriately and according to the problem they would help solve. One
of the team’s idea for implementing the Public Stamps design pattern was:
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“To help differentiate between out game and reality, we could have a paw print next to
many of our hints. This would help the community realize that Cosmo is safe (in the game Cosmo
is missing) and would let students differentiate between hints and BYU property.”
Another team’s idea to implement the Authentic Transmedia Channels design pattern was:
“We would use Learning Suite or the BYU program to allow students to sign up for a
Sherlock class. They would communicate through assignments and stuff on LS.”
While some teams included more details than others in their descriptions, all of the ideas shared
would help increase TINAG in the games they described. One of the team’s responses are shown
in Figure 5-2. From this, we can assume that the design patterns would help inexperienced
designers brainstorm ideas that would increase TINAG.

Figure 5-2: Design Pattern Ideas from One Preliminary Workshop Team
During the discussion that followed this activity, participants were asked what helped
them decide which design patterns to use. Most participants answered that they chose to
implement the ones that they had seen implemented in other TINAG experiences (after
recognizing them in the matching activity), or that they had experienced themselves. We can
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assume that because the teams had such a short amount of time to think of ideas, they felt more
comfortable using design patterns they had experience with.
Participants were also asked if the information included for each design pattern was
sufficient to understand it. Participants pointed out that it was helpful to include the description
along with the name of the design pattern, because not all the names were descriptive enough.
With the description and example, participants felt they had enough information to understand
each design pattern. Overall, participants agreed that the design patterns helped them recognize
TINAG experiences and brainstorm ideas they could implement in games of their own.
Later in the class, students used the design patters as part of an assignment. While the
data was not accessible due to a lack of IRB permission, the instructors indicated that the
students were able to apply them accurately. Specifically, students identified how some of the
design patterns were used by a fictional game company to create an ARG-like experience in the
movie The Game.

Workshop
Workshop participants were part of a group that designs PCS games at BYU. A total of
eight students participated in the workshop. The group consisted of a mix of game developers,
designers and writers. The focus of the workshop was to apply the design patterns to an
educational simulation, and not a traditional ARG. While many of the design patterns came from
traditional ARGs, the goal was to validate whether the design patterns would transfer to an
educational context. More details can be found on the Methods chapter.
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5.2.1

Matching Activity

For the matching activity, participants were split into four groups of two and were given
ten minutes to match the design pattern with the appropriate example. Participants of the
workshop were given the exact same cards as participants in the preliminary workshop. The
purpose was to help us determine if more experienced designers could accurately identify the
TINAG design patters. All teams were able to complete the activity in the time they were given.
Teams also showed more confidence in their matchings than teams in the preliminary workshop
showed. Incorrect pairings are shown on Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3: The Design Patterns that the Workshop Teams Matched Incorrectly
As with the preliminary workshop, all teams had at least some incorrect matchings.
Teams had between two to four incorrect pairings each. Table 5-3 shows the number of teams
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that incorrectly matched the design pattern with the example. Only design patterns with at least
one incorrect match are shown.

Table 5-3: Workshop Incorrect Matches
Design Pattern
Fictional Role Model
Status Report
Undercover Player
In-Game Portal
Public Stamps
Rabbit Hole

Teams That Incorrectly Matched
4
4
1
1
1
1

Following the activity, a discussion allowed participants to share their thoughts on the
design patterns. Participants shared that while they were not familiar with some of the games
used in the examples, they were able to recognize the design patterns applied to games they had
participated in. Like the participants in the preliminary workshop, they also shared that it was
hard to understand some of the design patterns only from the names, and that the description
allowed them to fully understand them.
Another sentiment that was shared among the group was that some of the examples could
be applied to more than one design pattern, and because of that, it was hard to match them
correctly. This feedback was also shared on pre-workout. The example for the “Fictional Role
Model” design pattern, which all teams matched incorrectly, was: “In I Love Bees, a character in
the game kept a blog about the story. She would provide details, describe events and keep those
who might have missed the action updated. Participants were able to check in as needed.” This
example could also be applied to the “Status Report” design pattern, which all teams also
matched incorrectly. While the discussion showed that participants understood the design
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patterns, more specific examples that could not easily be conflated with other design patterns
could be found for some of the design patterns.

5.2.2

Design Pattern Ideas Brainstorm
In the next activity, participants were asked to brainstorm ideas for each design pattern.

They were given access to a survey in which they would write their idea and answer a few Likert
style questions about the idea they formulated. Participants were timed for one minute. The
activity proved too tiring to complete in one sitting; therefore, participants were given breaks to
prevent fatigue. For the activity, participants were free to formulate ideas based on any PCSs
experience they had designed previously. Table 5-4 shows the results of the survey participants
completed, and it includes the following data points:
• Percent of participants that thought of an idea.
• Mean of Likert style questions participants answered after formulating their design
pattern idea. Likert style questions could be rated from 1-5, with one being the lowest,
most negative option, and five being the highest, most positive option.
• Percent of participants that accurately applied the design pattern. This was calculated
by reviewing the ideas each participant formulated and comparing them to the description
of the design pattern.
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Table 5-4: Results of Design Pattern Ideas Brainstorm
Design Pattern
Rabbit Hole
Breadcrumbs
Public Stamps
Time is Relative
In-Game Portal
Status Reports
Field Guide
Authentic Activities
Fictional Role Model
Choose Your Own
Undercover Player
Own Your Role

% Thought
of idea
87.50%
87.50%
87.50%
87.50%
75.00%
87.50%
100.00%
87.50%
100.00%
100.00%
87.50%
87.50%

Easy to
formulate?
3.00
3.88
3.63
4.14
3.71
3.50
3.88
3.25
3.63
3.38
3.38
3.50

Practical to
implement?
3.38
3.50
3.29
3.14
3.00
3.63
3.88
3.38
3.00
3.00
2.88
2.88

Impactful?
2.75
3.38
2.43
2.86
3.14
3.38
3.25
3.75
3.38
3.75
2.63
3.13

Increase
TINAG?
3.00
2.88
2.71
3.29
2.57
3.13
3.13
3.25
3.63
3.50
2.63
3.00

% Accurately
Applied
85.71%
100.00%
85.71%
71.42%
83.33%
100.00%
87.50%
100.00%
100.00%
87.50%
85.71%
100.00%

From the results we can see that most participants were able to think of ideas for each
design pattern, other than one participant. Participants were also able to accurately apply them in
most cases. While we did not have the answers rated by multiple researchers, I did review them
and felt confident assessing whether the ideas were accurate or not. The design pattern that
seemed the hardest to formulate ideas for was “In-Game Portal”, and the design patter that most
participants had trouble applying correctly was “Time is Relative”, which ironically was the one
they considered to be the easiest to formulate. This overconfidence suggests that they may not
have fully understood the design pattern.
While participants did not need to base all their ideas in the same PCS game, at the end,
they mostly all had the same PCS game in mind for all the design patterns. During the
discussion, they shared it was actually easier to focus on one game. While some participants did
formulate ideas for the same PCS game, the ideas varied. In the case of the “Rabbit Hole” design
pattern, one participant thought of sending students a phishing email, while another participant
thought there could be fliers around the school for an engineering social that would include a QR
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code. For the “Undercover Player” design pattern, one idea related to the Risk Analysis PCS
was, “In the Risk Analysis PCS, the students work in groups. One of the group members could be
someone familiar with the game and act as a game runner. This person could either work with
the group in-person on through the chat feature”, while another participant shared, “Have TAs
create their own normal user accounts and play along with students in Risk Analysis. This would
allow them to monitor certain groups if necessary” From this, we can assume that having
designers individually use the design patterns will spark a variety of ideas. And while not all
ideas will be practical or impactful, they will give designers a base to start with that can be
further developed and refined.

Figure 5-4: Workshop Participants Discussing the Design Patterns
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An interesting comment from the discussion following the activity, shown on Figure 5-4,
was related to formulating ideas, the participant said, “In terms of idea generation, I thought it
was interesting to do this all like ourselves instead of building up other people's ideas”.
Participants are used to working in groups and developing ideas together when designing PCSs,
which is likely why this activity seemed hard to many participants. Still, a participant shared, “I
felt like the more I did kind of, the more ideas I thought of, I like, fleshed them out a little bit
better. So, I actually feel like you got better over time.” Some other participants shared having
the same experience, which makes it possible that these kind of quick brainstorming activities
could allow designers to expand their minds and think of new ideas to implement.

5.2.3

Applying Design Patterns to a PCS
For the next activity, participants were placed in the same four groups as the matching

activity, and they were asked to choose four design patterns they wanted to implement in a PCS
game they had previously worked on. Teams had 25 minutes to complete the activity. While it
appeared that teams could have used more time to develop their ideas further, they were able to
successfully formulate an idea for each pattern and describe it in the survey.
Teams were able to choose the design patterns they wanted to implement, and at the end
all design patterns were implemented by one team or another. Table 5-5 shows how many teams
decided to implement each pattern, and whether they were able to implement them accurately.
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Table 5-5: Design Patterns Chosen by Each Workshop Team
Design Pattern

No of Teams
that used it

World as Canvas
Timely Content Release
In-Game Portal
Field Guide
Public Stamps
Undercover Player
Fictional Role Model
Authentic Activities
Choose Your Own
Breadcrumbs
Time is Relative
Authentic Transmedia Channels

1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

% Accurately
Applied
100%
100%
100%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%

It was an interesting discovery to see all the design patterns used, as we had hypothesized
that teams would be drawn to certain design patterns, possibly those that seemed easier to
implement or those that participants had had experience with. One team shared, “The ones we
chose meet the needs of the players the best. The patterns we chose make a game closer to an
online training so it could be very practical to use the patterns we chose.” It appears that teams
chose design patterns based on the goal of the game, which was supported by another team that
mentioned, “We thought it would be very realistic and engaging to use design principles that
allow the player to interact with the real world and use real skills.” This shows that participants
decided to use the design patterns that would make the PCS game more interactive, which
supports our goal that the design patterns be used as a tool to increase TINAG and solve
common problems when designing PCS games.
After reviewing each idea, the result was that most teams were able to apply the design
patterns accurately. While we did not have the answers rated by multiple researchers, I did
review them and felt confident assessing whether the ideas were accurate or not. One team was
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not able to apply the “Field Guide” design pattern accurately, and one team was not able to apply
the “Authentic Transmedia Channels” design pattern accurately. In both cases, their ideas
resembled other design patterns, so it is likely they mistakenly named the design pattern they had
chosen to implement. The teams that were able to accurately use the design patterns thought of a
variety of ideas related to the game they were implementing them for. For the “Timely Content
Release” design pattern, one team shared, “Our PCS would be a training for Immigration Clinic
Volunteer. There would be a logical order to the events in the game. Emails would come in
sequence as patients virtually meet individuals. Letter and phone calls could also come along the
process. There would be contact from an in-game attorney.” For the “Authentic Activities”
design pattern, a team shared, “Evaluating machines for infection (simple digital forensics or
evidence of intrusion). Accessing devices with protocols such as SSH, possibly evaluating a
config. Training beforehand or during to help the players complete their tasks.” The results
show that designers were able to understand the design patterns, and that they could potentially
use the design patterns as a team in order to formulate ideas. While the teams did not have a long
time for the activity, they were able to successfully implement multiple design patterns to one
PCS game.
Teams were also asked questions related to the experience of formulating the ideas. The
questions were the same they had been asked during the brainstorm activity, but in this case, they
were asked to think of their experience applying multiple design patterns. As such, when asked,
“How hard was it to think of ideas related to the design patterns?”, they were to think of the
experience of brainstorming of four different ideas, one for each design pattern, and for one
specific PCS experience. The goal was to understand how hard it would be to implement
multiple design patterns, that work alongside each other, to one PCS game. Table 5-6 shows how
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each team answered each question, and a mean of the results. As in the brainstorm activity,
Likert style questions were rated from 1-5, with one being the lowest, most negative option, and
five being the highest, most positive option.

Table 5-6: Results of Applying Design Patterns to a PCS
Team
1
2
3
4

Mean

Easy to
formulate?
4
5
3
4
4.00

Practical to
implement?

3
4
3
3
3.25

Impactful?
5
5
5
5
5.00

Increase
TINAG?
4
5
3
5
4.25

The results show that teams found it easier to formulate ideas as a team than individually
(when comparing to the results of the brainstorm activity). They also felt that the team ideas
would be more impactful and would increase TINAG more than the ideas they thought of
individually. During the discussion after the activity, participants shared that when working as a
team, they felt they were able to better develop their ideas, because they could build on each
other’s thoughts.

5.2.4

Final Focus Group Discussion
The last part of the workshop included a group discussion, shown in Figure 5-5, and a

survey in which participants could share their final thoughts. As part of the discussion,
participants were asked their thoughts on the level of detail of the design patterns. One
participant shared:
I found myself coming back to the rabbit hole, design idea and finding it very hard to
implement. Especially with the PCs system we have in place. Like no matter how you
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frame it, like, oh, join this junior program. Like they're gonna come to the PCs website
and they're gonna be like, oh, this is a bunch of simulations because of, because of the
way that yeah. The whole PCs like site is set up. And I don't know if there's necessarily
any better way to implement it other than that, because otherwise it's like, yeah, you don't
want them to think that they're are actually signing up for this like cybersecurity camp
that they're not actually signing up for. That's like, I think at some point it still does need
to, to be recognized as a simulation. And so I, it was hard to implement that rabbit hole
one, because it was so like focused on implementing something from the real world that
led them to this.
While the participant was referring to implementing the “Rabbit Hole” design pattern, his
concern seemed to be related to how hard it can be to apply TINAG to PCS games. Along with
recommendations of what design patterns can be used to increase TINAG in games, it would be
helpful in the future to share some of the best practices outlined in the Design Patterns chapter, to
allow designers to see how the design patterns can be applied to increase TINAG.
Another interesting comment from a participant was:
And so, like stuff like the fictional role model, the field guide, breadcrumbs, that kind
of stuff that kind of like gives you little feelers and like gives you like throws you a bone.
So to speak. I find myself gravitating towards those because I understand that sometimes
something that we understand as developer, having looked at hundreds of times, someone
looking at for the first time can be very overwhelming. And so, like having something to
look at and someone like a fake someone who can kind of give them more information
was really useful in my opinion.

This was another example of participants gravitating towards the design patterns that
would allow players to move forward in the game and play successfully. It was interesting to see
participants understand how the design patterns could improve the game for the players, and that
they could brainstorm ideas to implement them.
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Figure 5-5: Focus Group Discussion with Workshop Participants

As part of the survey, participants were asked about the design challenges that they face
as PCS game designers. One of the themes that was found in the answers was related to the
practicality of implementing certain ideas. One participant shared, “Finding practical
implementations for cool design ideas may limit the kinds of designs PCS designers put forth in
discussions and brainstorming.” While PCS games allow for the application of diverse ideas,
some of them can actually be hard to implement in an educational setting. It was interesting to
see the participant mention that because of impracticality, some ideas were not brought up. This
leads to a need for more brainstorming and experimentation while designing games. In the
workshop, the Design Pattern Idea Brainstorm allowed participants to think of ideas without
considering how hard they would be to implement, so it is possible that activities like this could
force designers to think of new ideas first, and how to implement them, second.
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Another theme that was found in the answers related to making PCS games seem
authentic. One participant shared,
You really have to balance making something streamlined like a game and believable
like real-life. There are many good examples of gameplay flow and UI design in games
that could be leveraged, but that would make the experience not believable. For example,
trying to make the Disaster Response game playable and fun but also like there's a real
emergency can be difficult.
This comment also relates to the difficulty of increasing TINAG in PCS games. When
participants were asked what makes it hard to apply TINAG to PCS games, a variety of reasons
were given:
• Limitations in technology, funding and skills.
• Difficulty to connect grades to the game.
• Difficulty of making websites not appear as a simulation.
• Compared to other experiences students have tried (such as VR), PCS games can
appear less authentic.
The concerns that participants shared are all valid points, and while some can be solved with the
use of the design patterns, it is possible additional design patterns need to be formulated to solve
some of the difficulties participants shared. When thinking about the difficulty of connecting
grades and a class to a PCS game without breaking TINAG, we can assume that design patterns
that can be specifically applied in educational settings might be necessary.
Participants were also asked to share their feedback for improvements that could be made
to the design patterns to make them more helpful. The feedback included making the differences
in similar design patterns clearer and adding more examples. Along with examples, participants
would like visuals or screenshots that illustrate the examples.
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5.2.5

Summary

After studying the participants for only the matching exercise, moderately experienced
game designers could apply the patterns accurately 82.24% of the time. This suggests that it does
not take long to understand the design patterns. We can assume that the design patterns can be a
helpful tool because they will not require designers to spend a long amount of time researching
and understanding the patterns.
Participants were not only able to understand the design patterns correctly; they were also
able to use them to generate ideas. When comparing the creative process for formulating ideas
using the design patterns individually and in groups, we found that participants were able to
brainstorm ideas that they believed would have more impact and would increase TINAG the
most, when working in groups. When working individually, while participants were able to
formulate a variety of ideas, they found it harder, and they believed the ideas would be less
practical and impactful. Participants did find the design patterns helpful to think outside the box
and consider aspects of the game that they had not thought of before. They also tended to lean
towards implementing design patterns that would help players along the game more than design
patterns that would affect other aspects of the game.
When designing educational simulations that try to use TINAG, as PCS games do, certain
patterns were more applicable than others. Specifically, patterns that had the characteristic of
helping players have the information they need to continue the game, such as “Breadcrumbs”,
“Fictional Guide”, and “Fictional Role Model”, seemed easier for designers to implement and
more impactful. The design patterns that participants found harder to implement were “Rabbit
Hole” and “Time is Relative”. This was due to the constraints they when designing games for
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educational settings. In the case of “Rabbit Hole” creating a start of the game that seems
authentic and that is part of the player’s life is hard to accomplish in a classroom. In the case of
“Time is Relative”, maintaining an authentic timeline can he hard when restrained to classroom
timelines. However, all design patterns were used by the groups, suggesting that there is
potential for many of them to be used in educational settings, even if they would create
unorthodox experiences.
While the design patterns can be helpful tools for creative processes, there are challenges
when applying them to PCSs. One of the biggest challenges is adjusting the design patterns to
educational settings that have constraints related to the physical space of a classroom, the
participants (who are all members of the class), and the timelines of the class. It can also be hard
to create educational experiences that feel authentic, while students are aware that they are being
graded on their performance or participation.
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6

DISCUSSION

As part of this research, design patterns to increase TINAG in ARG and PCS games were
identified and presented. The design patterns were identified after a thematic analysis of the
existing literature related to TINAG was performed. Using an inductive coding approach, themes
were identified and grouped as design patterns. The design patterns were presented in a format
that includes the design pattern name, the problem that it hopes to solve, the solution that it
provides, best practices for using the design pattern, and an example from an ARG game that
implements the design pattern.
After defining the design patterns, workshops were completed to validate the design
patterns and their usefulness to designers. In the workshops, participants were presented the
design patterns, were asked to match them with the examples, and lastly, were asked to use them
to formulate design ideas for ARG and PCS games. We found that all the design patterns were
understandable and could be used to prompt design ideas for ARGs (with novices) and
educational simulations (with more experienced designers).
One of the goals of this research was to identify which design patterns show up in
literature discussing TINAG. We successfully met our goal with the design patterns we were
able to define, as they included examples and techniques found in existing literature. We were
also able to verify that novice designers are able to understand the design patterns. Through the
workshops, we were able to understand how the design patterns could influence design ideas
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generated for use in educational simulations. We found that the design patterns were helpful
tools, especially when used in group settings. We were also able to identify which design
patterns are easy (or hard) to apply, most practical to implement, most impactful on the
experience, and most likely to enhance TINAG when applied to an educational simulation.
The design patterns were validated through the workshops to understand how helpful
they are to designers. Validation is necessary, but not sufficient, as designers need to understand
the design patterns and be able to apply them accurately. The activities in the workshops were
designed to help us answer these questions, and the results were that designers felt like they
could be used to generate new ideas that could be impactful and enhance TINAG.
It was clear during the workshop that designers are looking to create experiences that
appear real, but this can prove troublesome, especially in educational settings. Participants
shared many of the reasons why applying TINAG to PCS games can be hard, with most related
to having difficulty creating authentic experiences with existing tools and skills, and while
constrained to educational settings. Participants were drawn to design patterns that help create
more authenticity and give players tools to succeed, because they agreed that TINAG can
increase transfer of learning into real context (Balzotti & Hansen, 2019), so it is on both the
designers and the players benefit that players succeed in the simulation.

Limitations
The design patterns identified through this research are not meant to be exhaustive. We
expect that other design patterns could be found as more research is done on ARG and PCS
games. In addition, as more ARG games are designed, and more constraints are identified to
creating these types of experiences, we also expect that more design patterns will be developed
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to aid in finding solutions to common problems. It is our hope that research continues to identify
more design patterns that can aid in creative design.
For this research we chose the design patterns that were presented because they showed
often in existing literature. We were able to find various instances in which each design pattern
was applied fully or in part to design ARG games. We also decided to include design patterns
that characterized different aspects of TINAG. As explained on the Design Patterns chapter, each
design pattern was identified to be part of one of four main areas: Game Field, Tools, Characters
and Players. It was our goal when including design patterns for different aspects of TINAG, to
give designers tools that could help solve problems in different areas of the game. We also chose
the design patterns presented because they solve a specific design problem, with a specific
solution. We felt that the design patterns needed to clearly identify a problem/solution, in order
to be helpful to both novice and experienced designers. We hope that as more design patterns are
identified, more solutions can possibly be found to the same problems, in order to give designers
a variety of solutions they can implement.
On each design pattern identified, there is also room for more best practices to be
included, which were not meant to be exhaustive. The design patterns presented include best
practices gathered while reviewing literature and discussing with an expert. More best practices
can likely be found with a review of more ARG games and experiences.
We decided to run workshops to validate the design patterns because of the helpful
qualitative data that would be shared, and also because they could be run short term and in a
convenient manner. While the workshops were run with different groups to gather various
feedback (novice and more experienced designers), we could add to the results by running the
workshops with designers focused on other ARG experiences, and with participants that are
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experts in the field. A limitation of the use of workshops is that it can be hard to evaluate that the
findings are impactful to a larger group. To validate the data, more workshops could be run, and
after updating the design patterns based on the results, a larger quantitative study could be run.
After the workshops, we actually don’t know if the design patterns lead to a higher
perception of TINAG. This aspect was not part of the research objectives of this work, but it is
an important piece to consider when evaluating the design patterns. In order to measure this, we
would need to conduct studies with game participants. Future work can be completed in order to
validate whether the design patterns increase TINAG or not.

Future Work
It is our hope that more research will continue in this area that will aid in identifying
more design patterns. Along with design patterns, it will likely be helpful for designers to
identify antipatterns. Antipatterns are conceptually similar to design patterns in that they
document recurring solutions to common problems, but they produce negative results (Smith &
Williams, 2001). Antipatterns can be equally helpful to game designers, as they can deliberately
break TINAG when needed.
For this research, we looked at TINAG design patterns applicability to PCSs. Future
work could explore how applicable the design patterns are to other experiences, such as escape
rooms, How to Host a Murder dinner games, etc. We believe the design patterns could
potentially be used for a variety of ARG related experiences with some adjustments. Research
could define what these updates would need to be, along with other design patterns that would be
helpful for these experiences.
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Conclusion
Adding TINAG to ARG games and educational simulations can provide benefits such
increasing engagement and a higher transferability of learning into real context. TINAG allows
players to become more involved with the narrative and gives them the ability control it. These
games can not only be beneficial as marketing tools, but also in educational settings. All of the
design patterns could be used and applied to a PCS and the designers felt like they would be
impactful. This suggests that they are applicable to non ARG contexts, even though they were
generated primarily from PCSs. As more platforms become gamified, we believe more research
should be done on TINAG, its benefits and implementation. We hope the research presented can
be a starting point for other searchers to build on and continue to expand on.
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APPENDIX A.

TINAG LITERATURE

List of existing TINAG literature found on Google Scholar, Scopus and Web of Science
Core Collection. Titles, author and year of publication are listed, along with the source in which
they were found, and the reason for not being included, if applicable. This collection was
reviewed and analyzed to identify the design patterns. More details can be found on Chapter 3.
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Table A-1: TINAG Literature
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Source

Reference

This is Not a Game: A Guide to Alternate Reality Gaming

Google Scholar

Szulborski (2005)

Game design for promoting counterfactual thinking

Google Scholar

Bonsignore (2012)

Alternate Reality Games and the Cusp of Digital Gameplay

Google Scholar

Garcia and Niemeyer
(2017)

Integrating Realities Through Immersive Gaming

Google Scholar

Hunter (2016)

ilovebees: Playing and Designing in Real-Time

Google Scholar

Sheldon (2010)

This Is Not a Game: Violent Video Games, Sacred Space, and
Ritua

Google Scholar

Wagner (2014)

Alternate Reality Games: Defining Gender through an Updated
Taxonomy

Google Scholar

Ruiz-García

Breaking Boundaries: Learning by ARG within an academic
conference presentation

Google Scholar

Kocher (2010)

“I am Trying to Believe”: Dystopia as Utopia in the Year Zero
Alternate Reality Game

Google Scholar

Hall (2009)

PLAYING FOR REAL: DESIGNING ALTERNATE REALITY
GAMES IN LEARNING CONTEXTS

Google Scholar

Bonsignore (2016)

Practical considerations for integrating alternate reality gaming into
science education

Google Scholar

Bellocchi (2012)

The Pedagogical Application of Alternate Reality Games: Using
Game-Based Learning to Revisit History

Google Scholar

Lynch (2015)

Alternate Reality Games: Platforms for Collaborative Learning

Google Scholar

Bonsignore et al
(2012)

Serious Urban Games. From play in the city to play for the city

Google Scholar

Ferri (2013)

Where the wild games are: Ecologies in Latin American video
games

Google Scholar

Woolbright (2015)

Online recruitment and engagement of students in game and
simulation-based STEM learning

Google Scholar

Gibson (2009)

Place as Media in Pervasive Games

Google Scholar

Davis (2007)

This Might Be a Game: Ubiquitous Play and Performance at the
Turn of the Twenty-First Century

Google Scholar

McGonigal (2006)

Transmedial Storytelling and Transfictionality

Google Scholar

Ryan (2013)

The 'Blood on the Stacks' ARG: Immersive Marketing Meets
Library New Student Orientation

Google Scholar

Donald (2008)

Microcore: A Playable Case Study for Improving Adolescents’
Argumentative Writing in a Workplace Context

Google Scholar

Hansen (2017)

This is not a threat: Conspiracy For Good

Google Scholar

Hunter (2015)

Pervasive Games Beyond the Promotional Tools: Approaches of
Aesthetic Pervasiveness in Consumption of Experience

Google Scholar

Oliveira (2017)

Acclimating Students To College Campus Utilizing Games

Google Scholar

Piejko (2012)
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Designing Authentic Cybersecurity Learning Experiences: Lessons
from the Cybermatics Playable Case Study

Google Scholar

McDonald (2019)

Reconceptualizing Libraries: Perspectives from the Information and
Learning Sciences

Google Scholar

Bonsignore (2018)

GAMING PRACTICES AND TECHNOLOGIES IN
EDUCATION: THEIR EDUCATIONAL POTENTIAL,
LIMITATIONS AND PROBLEMS IN THE WORLD-OF-WORK
AND WORLD-OF-PLAY CONTEXT

Google Scholar

Gilyazoba (2020)

Picteilín 2016. Creative Media and Game Studies Conference:
Narrative, Interactivity, and Emergent Digital Practices. Book of
Abstracts

Google Scholar

Mallon (2016)

ARG Technology as a Method to Promote Goods and Services

Google Scholar

Shemchuk (2018)

Gameful Approaches for Computer Science Education: From
Gamification to Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar

Hakulinen (2015)

TRACKING THE EMERGENT PROPERTIES OF THE
COLLABORATIVE ONLINE STORY “DEUS CITY” FOR
TESTING THE STANDARD MODEL OF ALTERNATE
REALITY GAMES

Google Scholar

Brackin (2008)

This Is Not (Just) An Advertisement

Google Scholar

Askwith (2006)

The Playable Case Study: An Online Simulation for Skill and
Attitudinal Learning

Google Scholar

Winters (2020)

Well Played 2.0: Video Games, Value and Meaning

Google Scholar

Davidson (2010)

Evaluating an Educational Cybersecurity Playable Case Study

Google Scholar

Johnson (2018)

Beyond the screen: Emerging cinema and engaging audiences

Google Scholar

Atkinson (2014)

IE2007: Proceedings of the 4th Australasian Conference on
Interactive Entertainment

Google Scholar

Hjorth (2007)

The Johns Hopkins Guide to Digital Media

Google Scholar

Ryan (2014)

Using Playable Case Studies to Influence Teen Girls' Self-Efficacy
and Interest in Cybersecurity

Google Scholar

Winters (2019)

Storyscape, a new medium of media

Google Scholar

Blumenthal (2016)

ECGBL2014-8th European Conference on Games Based Learning

Google Scholar

Busch (2014)

Analysing alternate reality games based on game design theory to
propose a conceptual framework

Google Scholar

De Beer (2015)

From Literature to Alternate Reality Games: Prerequisites, Criteria,
and Limitations of a Young Adult Novel’s Transformational
Design for Educational Purposes

Google Scholar

Moula (2019)

For ARGument’s Sake! The Pros and Cons of Alternate Reality
Gaming in Higher Education

Google Scholar

Economides (2018)

Emotions, Technology, and Digital Games

Google Scholar

Tettegah (2015)
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Exercising Library and Information Literacies Through Alternate
Reality Gaming

Google Scholar

Jerrett (2015)

MARKETING EVENTS IN A DIGITAL ERA – A
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NEW AND TRADITIONAL
EVENTS IN TERMS OF BRANDING EFFECTIVEN

Google Scholar

Karpinska-Krakowiak
(2015)

Players and Puppetmasters: Alternate Reality Games and
Negotiated Consumer/Producer Relationships

Google Scholar

Janes (2014)

Reframing Immersive Theatre: The Politics and Pragmatics of
Participatory Performance

Google Scholar

Frieze (2017)

Using an alternate reality game to teach information literacy

Google Scholar

Jerrett (2016)

The story is woven into the real world

Google Scholar

Saarenpää (2008)

Untangling The Puppetmaster Strings: Criteria For Producing
Quality Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar

Lynch (2015)

The Tension Experience-Performance in Alternate Realities

Google Scholar

Mesquita (2019)

The painful art of extreme role-playing

Google Scholar

Montola (2011)

QR code programming tasks with automated assessment

Google Scholar

Hakulinen (2014)

Aslib Journal of Information Management

Google Scholar

Jerrett (2017)

Playing with reality: Frame valuations and the 2012 alternate reality
game

Google Scholar

Payette (2012)

Invisible Belfast: Flat ontologies and remediation of the postconflict city

Google Scholar

Barrios-O'Neill (2019)

Customer Satisfaction in Networked Narratives–Exploring the
applicability of ECT in Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar

Regelin (2017)

Pretend that it is real!: Convergence culture in practice

Google Scholar

Denward (2011)

Sarah Hendrick Annotated Bibliography-edu6700

Google Scholar

Hendrick (2017)

HOW DOES GAMIFIED INTERACTION ALLOW
PARTICIPANTS TO CO-CREATE DIGITAL ARTWORKS?

Google Scholar

Vinckenbosch (2019)

Legend-tripping online: Supernatural folklore and the search for
Ong's Hat

Google Scholar

Kinsella (2011)

Spanish Civil War Museum Exhibit: Five-Day Playable Case Study
(PCS)

Google Scholar

West (2019)

Designing Playful Systems

Google Scholar

Straeubig (2020)

Memes, Args And Viral Videos: Spreadable Media, Participatory
Culture, And Composition Pedagogy

Google Scholar

Karcher (2016)

Multidimensional Storytelling: An Analytical Framework for
Digital, Interactive and Transmedia Narratives

Google Scholar

Spinelli (2019)

Promotional alternate reality games – more than “just” marketing

Google Scholar

Janes (2015)

Alternate reality games for computer science education

Google Scholar

Hakulinen (2013)
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Media and the City, Urbanism, Technology and Communication

Google Scholar

Giaccardi (2014)

Participation, collaboration and spectatorship in an alternate reality
game

Google Scholar

O'Hara (2008)

Mastering the puppets: Criteria for pulling the strings in an
Alternate Reality Game

Google Scholar

Lynch (2013)

Innovative Induction with Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar

Whitton et al (2008)

Playing Nature: Ecology in Video Games

Google Scholar

Chang (2019)

The Foundation Stone of Nordic Larp

Google Scholar

Knutpunkt 2014

Alternate reality games and intergenerational learning

Google Scholar

Costa (2014)

Ludic Authorship: Reframing Literacies through Peer-to-Peer
Alternate Reality Game Design in the Primary Classroom

Google Scholar

Colvert (2015)

Gamification of SSI’s as a Science Pedagogy: Toward a Critical
Rationality in Teaching Science

Google Scholar

Davis (2020)

Experiments in Alternative- and Augmented-Reality Game Design:
Platforms and Collaborations

Google Scholar

Rockwell

Internet Of Things-Changing The Game

Google Scholar

Choudhary (2015)

Blurring the Lines: De Profundis: Letters from the Abyss (2001) by
Michał Oracz

Google Scholar

Mochocka (2016)

Situated Design Methods

Google Scholar

Simonsen (2014)

Don't make a scene: Game studies for an uncertain world

Google Scholar

Greenspan (2015)

Alternate Reality Games: Promotion and Participatory Culture

Google Scholar

Janes (2019)

Ludic and Social Media Interaction Design Principles in Smart City
Development

Google Scholar

Coppock (2014)

CHAPTER ONE BLENDING NARRATIVE, PLAY AND
LEARNING: AN EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATE REALITY
GAMES AS A GAME-BASED LEARNING TOOL

Google Scholar

RONANLYNCH
(2014)

The object that is not yet an object: the screen idea

Google Scholar

Macdonald (2016)

Evelyn Offscreen: An Application Of Interactive Performance
Methodsin Alternate Reality Gaming

Google Scholar

Borglund (2010)

Place and ITV: Playful Design Strategies Towards Place-Oriented
ITV

Google Scholar

Ferri (2017)

1-18-08 — Viral Marketing Strategies in Hollywood Cinema

Google Scholar

Janes (2015)

Exploring the impact on self-regulated learning: A comparative
analysis of learner experiences using problem-based learning, game
play, and computer-based instruction

Google Scholar

Najmi (2013)

Ectodiegesis as immersive effect in pervasive games

Google Scholar

Oliveira (2013)

Infinite possibility: Creating customer value on the digital frontier

Google Scholar

Pine II (2011)
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Understanding Play Practices: Contributions to the State of the Art

Google Scholar

Coppock (2018)

SPECULATIVE GAME DESIGN FOR NUCLEAR
DISARMAMENT

Google Scholar

Down (2016)

Theory of Experiential Career Exploration Technology (TECET):
Increasing cybersecurity career interest through playable case
studies

Google Scholar

Giboney (2019)

Through the Rabbit Hole

Google Scholar

Szulborski (2005)

Dyscontent: The critical dystopia in 21st century American culture

Google Scholar

Hall (2009)

on Games Based Learning ECGBL 2014

Google Scholar

Busch (2014)

Strategies to improve collaboration in a problem-based learning
environment: Alien Rescue

Google Scholar

Moudgalya (2017)

Earth imaging

Google Scholar

Russill (2015)

Tessituras temporais em jogos pervasivos

Google Scholar

Oliveira (2015)

A Real Little Game: The Performance of Belief in Pervasive Play

Citation

McGonigal (2003)

Storytelling in new media: The case of alternate reality games,
2001–2009

Citation

Kim et all (2009)

Worlding through Play: Alternate Reality Games, Large-Scale
Learning, and "The Source"

Citation

Jagoda et al (2015)

Alternate Reality Games as Platforms for Practicing 21st-Century
Literacies

Citation

Bonsignore et al
(2012)

IGDA 2006 Alternate Reality Games White Paper

Citation

Martin, Thompson,
and Chatfield (2006)

This Is Not a Game': Immersive Aesthetics and Collective Play

Citation

McGonigal (2003)

Narrative Friction in Alternate Reality Games: Design Insights
from Conspiracy For Good

Citation

Stenros (2011)

The puppet master problem: Design for real-world, mission-based
gaming

Citation

McGonigal (2007)

This Is Not a Game...

Citation

Thompson (2005)

The ABC's of ARGs: Alternate Reality Games for Learning

Citation

Olbrish (2011)

Designing reusable alternate reality games

Citation

Hansen (2013)

This Is Not a Game: Alternate Reality Gaming and its Potential for
Learning

Citation

Lee (2006)

Revisiting History: Using Alternate Reality Games to Tell a
Century-old Tale

Scopus

Lynch (2014)

This is not a threat: Conspiracy For Good

Scopus
(Duplicate, not
included)

Hunter (2015)
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Playable Case Studies: A New Educational Genre for Technical
Writing Instruction

Google Scholar
(No access, not
included)

Balzotti (2019)

THE OHIO

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Webber (1966)

What have we got to lose? The effect of controlled vocabulary on
keyword searching results

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Gross (2015)

Hermeneutics and libertarianism: an odd couple

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Quinn (1998)

Published· since 19· 15 by the students of Xavier Utdversity

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

NORTHERN (2006)

Xavier celebrates 17-5 years of history, and spruces up the GSC

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Mallbry (2006)

CORD WEEKLY.

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

TURCOTTE

QEJjeftotunba

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

RUSSELL (1990)

4 Disaster, discipline, drugs, and Duterte

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Kusaka

Interpreting rupture in oral memory: The regional context for
changes in western Serengeti age organization (1850-1895)

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Shetler (2003)

Exome genotyping arrays to identify rare and low frequency
variants associated with epithelial ovarian cancer risk

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Permuth (2016)

The Japanese and creativity

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Nakagawa (1991)

Hepatic transcriptome responses of domesticated and wild turkey
embryos to aflatoxin B1

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Monson (2016)

Policing facts

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Stoughton (2013)
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Oceanic Languages: Grammatical Overview

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Puluwat

KEANSBURG WATERFRONT-REVITALIZATION PLAN

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

PLAN

MEDICINE SONGS OF GEORGE FARMER1

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Reagan

Developing pro-poor markets for environmental services in the
Philippines

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Rosales (2003)

Exome genotyping arrays to identify rare and low frequency
variants associated with epithelial ovarian cancer risk

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Sellers (2016)

Suffering and sentiment: Exploring the vicissitudes of experience
and pain in Yap

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Throop (2010)

Concise English Tagalog Dictionary

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Panganiban (2013)

Self-Disclosure and Interviewer Reciprocity.

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Inman (1977)

PADUCAH PARTY RETURNS FROM NEW ORLEANS,
AFTER DELIGHTFUL TRIP.

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Wheeler

Some social considerations in the female portraits of Palma
Vecchio.

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Fruehling (2004)

MECHANISM OF TRANSCRIPTOME PROFILING OF
CYNOMOLGUS MACAQUE (Macaca fascicularis Raffles)
FROM PENINSULAR MALAYSIA

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

ULI (2017)

Education and learning

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Benei (2011)

Prioritization of Evolutionary Events for Immune Response
Studies: Introgression, Selection, and Infectious Disease Among
Indigenous Americans

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Garcia (2020)

Identification of genes with altered gene expression in the adipose
tissue of mouse models of varied growth hormone signaling

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Swaminathan (2008)
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Foxfire 4: water systems, fiddle making, logging, gardening,
sassafras tea, wood carving, and further affairs of plain living

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Wigginton (1977)

Ultraviolins

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

De La Cruz (2008)

THE PHILIPPINES MATRIX PROJECT

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Veric

Ecomedia, Key Issues

Google Scholar
(Unrelated, not
included)

Taylor & Francis
(2015)

Temperament and Self-Soothing Behavior in Children: Object
Attachment and Thumbsucking.

Google Scholar
(Typo, not
included)

Lehman (1991)

Роман-игра как разновидность жанровых трансформаций
современной массовой литературы

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Um jogo de realidades e ficcionalidades (A game of realities and
fictionalities)

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2013)

Facebook: un gioco o qualcos’altro?

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Coppock (2011)

Jogos móveis locativos e as implicações sociais, espaciais e
tecnológicas na comunicação contemporânea

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Reis (2016)

ПСИХОЛОГО-ПЕДАГОГИЧЕСКИЕ АСПЕКТЫ
ФОРМИРОВАНИЯ ЛИЧНОСТИ БЕЗОПАСНОГО ТИПА В
КОЛЛЕДЖЕ

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Фомичева (2017)

A construção do conhecimento no'Alternate Reality Game'

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2008)

Imersão em jogos pervasivos

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2013)

El potencial transformador del juego emersivo desde el punto de
vista de las prácticas artísticas

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

González (2016)

Alternate Reality Games: Framtidens Marknadsföringsform

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Rosqvist (2009)
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Cognição e Percepção nos Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2010)

Um jogo de regras sociais

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2013)

Zona Incerta de identidades fluidas: uma análise sobre a narrativa
transmidiática no Alternate Reality Game do guaraná Antártica

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2010)

Cognição e Percepção nos Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira

Isto não é um jogo: configurações cognitivas no processo de se
jogar um Alternate Reality Game

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2011)

Alternate Reality Games–gry rzeczywi-stości alternatywnej–
zjawisko graniczne

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Mochocka (2011)

IMERSÃO EM GAMES: da suspensão de descrença à encenação
de crença IMMERSION IN GAMES: from suspension of disbelief
to performance of belief

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Fragoso

Valkoisen kaniinin jalanjäljillä: ARG-pelien historia ja kulttuurinen
merkittävyys

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Ala-Luopa

Mapeamento das competências cognitivas no gameplay de Jogos de
Realidade Alternada

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2012)

Supercérebro flusseriano nos Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2011)

Alternate Reality Edutainment: um projeto experimental

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira

Reality Games als didaktische Szenarien für immersive
Lernprozesse

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Kritzenberger (2011)

El potencial transformador del juego emersivo desde el punto de
vista de las prácticas artísticas

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Gallastegui González
(2016)

Противодействие использованию технологий геймификации в
террористических и экстремистских целях

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Меркурьев (2020)
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Осторожно-игры в альтернативной реальности (ARG)!

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Пчелкин (2016)

Viritettyä todellisuutta

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Perttola

트랜스미디어를 활용한 게임 마케팅 콘텐츠 연구

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

이진 만화애니메이션
연구 (2019)

Construcción del conocimiento en los 'Juegos de realidad
alternativa'

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2010)

Основные черты авторского жанрового новообразования
романа-квеста (по материалам романа Б. Акунина «Квест»)

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Пономарёва (2017)

Atravessando o círculo mágico em jogos pervasivos: performance e
presença em espaços heterotópicos

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2015)

Pelaaminen matkapuhelimella nyt ja tulevaisuudessa

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Saarenpää

Performance e presença em espaços heterotópicos

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira

Jogo Inside Experience: as marcas ea cultura na sociedade do
espetáculo

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Scudeller (2019)

Симуляції та «серйозні ігри»: досвід використання у
навчальному процесі

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Кулага (2011)

Isso não é um jogo e todos estão jogando: o ARG como estratégia
de brand experience

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Antunes (2010)

Social Engagement Games

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Domnanovich (2014)

Arquitetura de uma narrativa transmidiática: análise do Jogo de
Realidade Alternada Zona Incerta

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2013)

FACULDADE CÁSPER LÍBERO

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

SCUDELLER
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Zona Incerta: o ARG como meio de construção colaborativa de
conteúdo

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Correia (2011)

Viritettyä todellisuutta: pervasiiviset pelit

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Perttola (2009)

Jogos digitais, cidade e (trans) mídia:: a próxima fase

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

de Andrade (2015)

Под маской революции

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Сундиев (2018)

ARG: o novo jogo da experiência midiática

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Barbosa (2008)

Jogos de realidade alternativa para a educação

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Cordeiro (2013)

Práticas educacionais dinâmicas: potencialidades criativas e
investigações

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

dos Santos

Lost: Tussen de regels Een blik op het in-between in de Lost
Experience

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Jelsma (2012)

Alternate Reality Games als virales Marketinginstrument: Chance
oder Risiko für die deutsche Verlagsbranche?

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Marquart (2012)

ESPACIOS PARA LA GUBERNABILIDAD

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Piqueras Marín

Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Grossegger (2013)

Giochi pervasivi e futuri (im) possibili

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Ferri

Nuances da Experiência Narrativa Contemporânea: a franquia Tron
ea Fronteira Digital

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Puhl

Когнитивные технологии трансформации социального
поведения в механизме преступной деятельности
экстремистского и террористического …

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Давыдов (2020)
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Особенности суицидального поведения подростков

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Тырченкова (2017)

PRÓ-REITORIA DE PESQUISA E PÓS-GRADUAÇÃO
PROGRAMA DE PÓS-GRADUAÇÃO EM COMUNICAÇÃO

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

JOGO

THE BLUE WHALE GAME: THE FIVE DIMENSIONS OF
NEWS STORYTELLING

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Algavi, (2017)

Då rollspel möter television: Hur rollspelsteorier kan bidra till
utvecklandet av interaktiva televisionsprogram

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Laine (2010)

The Lost Experience: estratégias de imersão em jogos de realidade
alternada

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Mesquita Júnior
(2012)

La conception de jeux en réalité alternée reliés aux séries télévisées.
La scénarisation de fictions ludiques hybrides, entre jeu traditionnel
et jeu numérique

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Crosta (2016)

Novas narrativas para multiplataformas: um estudo sobre jogos de
realidade alternada

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Correia (2013)

Контентные риски и вызовы интернет социализации: значимые
кейсы

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Горюнов (2018)

Desfocando as linhas: ARG-a estrutura imperceptível do jogo

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Lopes

Juegos de Realidad Alternativa: un análisis geonarrativo y
aumentado de Ingress

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Díaz García (2017)

Narrativa transmídia e transficcionalidade

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Ryan (2013)

A expansão dos jogos de realidade alternada no contexto de
aprendizagem intergeracional

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

de Lemos Martins

Imersão ectodigética em jogos pervasivos: a inclusão de elementos
externos na experiência narrativa.

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2013)

Helmikuu 2014

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Ala-Luopa
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Narrativa Transmídia: modos de narrar e tipos de histórias

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

de Figueiredo (2016)

Эволюция вербовочных технологий в цифровую эпоху

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

СУНДИЕВ (2018)

AIM

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Cunha (2016)

UNIVERIDADE FEDERAL FLUMINENSE INSTITUTO DE
ARTES E COMUNICAÇÃO SOCIAL PÓS-GRADUAÇÃO EM
COMUNICAÇÃO

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira (2015)

De lo virtual a lo físico

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

González

Diplomamunka

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Tamás

Histórias de Porto Alegre: projeto de jogo para a valorização dos
espaços urbanos

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Ligabue (2013)

Le paradoxe du marionnettiste

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Sanchez (2014)

Kommunikationsstrategie für medienkonvergente Projekte:
Erarbeitung eines konvergenten Kommunikationskonzeptes auf
Grundlage des Projektes gamecast

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Lindner (2009)

Larp und ich: Aufsatzsammlung zum MittelPunkt 2012

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Bienia (2012)

TV-serije: prihodnost filma?

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Djukić (2014)

Vivencie a Pandora: proposta de jogo de realidade alternada para
Nova Éden, A Série

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Bortoletto (2014)

De lo virtual a lo físico: expandiendo las fronteras entre arte y vida
a través de los juegos digitales emersivos

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Gallastegui González
(2016)

LITERARY SECTION FIVE POEMS

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Coroza
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Hipertextualidad, transmedialidad y obras transformativas sonoras a
partir del fenómeno fan: Un nuevo escenario para la industria
musical

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Aisa Vega (2013)

< 자이언트 펭 TV> 스토리텔링 전략과 트랜스미디어
스토리텔링으로의 가능성

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

조희영 한국엔터테인먼트산
업학회논문지 (2020)

AnstÃ¶ Ã e fÃ¼r eine zeitgemÃ¤ Ã e Lernkultur mit Digitalen
Medien

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Selge

Antecipação narrativa e ambientação como elementos da imersão
ectodiegética dos jogos pervasivos

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Oliveira

«Синий кит»: пять аспектов новостного нарратива

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Алгави (2017)

Mobilspill som insentiv til oppmøte på skolen

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Skara (2015)

南洋群島における日本植民都市の都市構造に関する研究 (そ
の 5) ポナペ, ヤップ, ヤルート支庁

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

小野啓子

HOTEL BISNIS DI KOTA PONTIANAK

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Suharnoto

Manajemen Kegiatan Ekstrakurikuler Pramuka Dalam Membentuk
Marakter Siswa (Studi di SMPN Se Kecamatan Tugu Mulyo)

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Irama (2018)

Pengaruh syukur terhadap problem focus coping: studi terhadap
mahasiswa angkatan 2017 FUHUM UIN Walisongo

Google Scholar
(Other language,
not included)

Al Faqih (2019)

This Is Not a Game

Google Scholar
(Fiction Book,
not included)

Williams (2017)

Pain and otherness, the otherness of pain

Google Scholar
(Fiction Book,
not included)

Throop (2017)

the aray.

Google Scholar
(Fiction Book,
not included)

DUNCAN (1991)

The seven ages of woman

Google Scholar
(Fiction Book,
not included)

Leonard (2012)
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The Missing Link

Google Scholar
(Fiction Book,
not included)

Thompson (2013)

Crosstown Knockout

Google Scholar
(Email address,
not included)

Shootout (2006)

Alternate Reality Games and the Cusp of Digital Gameplay

Google Scholar
(Duplicate, not
included)

Garcia and Niemeyer
(2017)

Alternate Reality Games and the Cusp of Digital Gameplay

Google Scholar
(Duplicate, not
included)

Garcia and Niemeyer
(2017)

Alternate Reality Games and the Cusp of Digital Gameplay

Google Scholar
(Duplicate, not
included)

Garcia and Niemeyer
(2017)

Reframing Immersive Theatre: The Politics and Pragmatics of
Participatory Performance,

Google Scholar
(Duplicate, not
included)

Frieze (2017)

Playing for Real: Designing Alternate Reality Games in Learning
Contexts

Google Scholar
(Duplicate, not
included)

Bonsignore (2016)

Discovering Uru: hard fun and the sublime pleasures of impossible
gameplay

Google Scholar
(Duplicate, not
included)

Pearce (2010)

Atas do VI Encontro Anual da AIM

Google Scholar
(Duplicate, not
included)

Cunha (2016)

Sub-project outline

Google Scholar
(Citation in
References, not
included)

Gough

Alternate Reality Games

Google Scholar
(Citation in
References, not
included)

Niemeyer

Alternate Reality Games als Marketinginstrument im
Jugendbuchmarkt

Google Scholar
(Citation in
References, not
included)

Vetter (2014)

CONEXÃO ANIMAL: Expandindo o conteúdo de um curso
baseado em e-learning através de um ARG

Google Scholar
(Citation in
References, not
included)

DE LIMA
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Master of Social and Cultural Anthropology Faculty of Social
Sciences

Google Scholar
(Citation in
References, not
included)

Popa

Flattie. spaceThe app is live! We've actually soft-launched an…

Google Scholar
(Broken link, not
included)

New

Posts Categorized: BCT12015

Google Scholar
(Broken link, not
included)

New

Posts Categorized: smartphones

Google Scholar
(Broken link, not
included)

New

This is Not a Game

Google Scholar
(Book Review,
not included)

Parody (2010)
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APPENDIX B.

WORKSHOP MATERIALS

Included are the materials presented as part of both the preliminary workshop and the
workshop. This section includes the design pattern cards that the teams matched on the
preliminary workshop and workshop, the preliminary workshop handout and the slides presented
in the workshop. More details on the use of these materials can be found on Chapter 3.

B.1 Design Pattern Cards
Following are the cards of design patterns presented to both the preliminary workshop
and the workshop for the matching activity.
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Figure B-1: Design Patterns Page 1

Figure B-2: Design Patterns Page 2
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Figure B-3: Design Patterns Page 3

Figure B-4: Design Patterns Page 4
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Figure B-5: Design Patterns Page 5

Figure B-6: Design Patterns Page 6
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Figure B-7: Design Patterns Page 7

Figure B-8: Design Patterns Page 8
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B.2 Preliminary Workshop Handout
Following is the handout that was given to each team to fill out with their game
description and ideas for implementing the design patterns. This handout was used in the
preliminary workshop.
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Figure B-9: Preliminary Workshop Handout
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B.3 Workshop Slides
Following are the slides that were presented to the participants of the workshop to
introduce them to the concepts of TINAG and design patterns.

Figure B-10: Slide 1
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Figure B-11: Slide 2

Figure B-12: Slide 3
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Figure B-13: Slide 4

Figure B-14: Slide 5
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Figure B-15: Slide 6

Figure B-16: Slide 7
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Figure B-17: Slide 8

Figure B-18: Slide 9
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Figure B-19: Slide 10

Figure B-20: Slide 11
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Figure B-21: Slide 12

Figure B-22: Slide 13
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APPENDIX C.

WORKSHOP SURVEYS

Included are the surveys used on the workshop to gather data. This section includes the
survey participants filled out with their individual ideas for each design pattern, the survey used
to describe how each team would implement four design patterns in a PCS game of their choice,
and the final survey participants were asked to fill out with their feedback on the experience.
More information on the use of these surveys can be found on Chapter 3.

C.1 Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey
Following is the survey that participants filled out with individual ideas for each design
pattern, plus a few questions on the experience of thinking of an idea in one minute.
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Figure C-1: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 1
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Figure C-2: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 2
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Figure C-3: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 3
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Figure C-4: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 4
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Figure C-5: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 5
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Figure C-6: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 6
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Figure C-7: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 7
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Figure C-8: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 8
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Figure C-9: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 9
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Figure C-10: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 10
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Figure C-11: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 11
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Figure C-12: Design Patterns Brainstorm Survey Page 12
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C.2 Design Pattern Team Ideas Survey
Following is the survey in which teams described how they would implement four design
patterns in a PCS they had worked on previously. The survey also included some questions about
this experience.

Figure C-13: Design Patterns Team Ideas Survey Page 1
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Figure C-14: Design Patterns Team Ideas Survey Page 2
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Figure C-15: Design Patterns Team Ideas Survey Page 3
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C.3 Final Survey
Following is the final survey that participants completed about their experience designing
PCS games, and their thoughts on the design patterns and any updates that might be helpful.

Figure C-16: Final Survey
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